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Future Ready in Action

O

ne lesson we’ve all learned this year is that modern
technology and resilience are inextricably linked. When
we came up with the idea of sponsoring a special Future
Ready issue of Government Technology late last year, we didn’t
know how state and local governments would be tested in 2020.
But we believed advanced technologies like cloud, automation,
artiﬁcial intelligence and machine learning could position public
agencies to respond faster to changing requirements and
ultimately deliver better results to the citizens they serve. That
belief has been proven true.
Throughout the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen government
agencies leverage ﬂexible and scalable cloud technologies to
continue vital operations and services.
In the early days of the crisis, thousands of government employees
shifted to remote work almost overnight using cloud-based
collaboration and meeting platforms. Agencies also leveraged cloud
data and analytics technologies to rapidly launch new services to
track and understand the spread of the virus.
This is what Future Ready looks like in action — and why it’s never
been more important.
Now state and local agencies are using cloud to modernize aging
IT systems to deliver unemployment beneﬁts and other social safety
net services to citizens in need. In New York State, for example, calls
to the Department of Labor from newly unemployed citizens spiked
to unprecedented levels, overwhelming existing systems. The
state rapidly implemented scalable cloud technology — including
AI-powered smart agents — to help handle the load.
The ability of government agencies like these to rapidly pivot under
extreme circumstances underscores their dedication and commitment
to the mission — and also proves the value of cloud-based, datapowered innovation.
This moment in time has changed the way we live and work. It has
inspired so many of us to reimagine what’s possible and challenge
the status quo to deliver digitally. But this moment won’t be the last
time governments face disruption and uncertainty.
This issue looks around the corner to see what’s coming next — and
Future Ready governments will be prepared.

Mike Daniels
Vice President,
Global Public Sector,
Google Cloud
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Join future-ready
government leaders
Public Sector Summit
December 8-9
Engage in thought-provoking panels, keynotes, and customers
stories to help you solve for tomorrow’s digital challenges.

Register today: goo.gle/public-sector-summit
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LETTER

The future ain’t what it used to be. Public officials and IT leaders
spend a lot of time trying to predict and plan. Whether they’re allocating
funds for the next budget cycle, anticipating cyberthreats that may
emerge within a few years or looking to the horizon for the longer-term
trends that will impact our lives over the next generation, governments
are constantly focused on what lies ahead.
realized how quickly the ground was
shifting. The crisis was changing on
a daily basis. It was hard enough to
get a grasp on the news of the day;
the future would have to wait.
Of course, we’re still very much
in a period of transition. The
pandemic rages on; the full impact
of the recession is only beginning to
be felt in states, cities and counties.
We’ve endured a bruising presidential election season. Capitols
and statehouses across the country
are preparing for new governors and legislators in January.
It’s a pivotal time for the nation.
But it’s also the right moment to
start looking ahead again. To start
thinking and planning and innovating and preparing for the next
decade. So we offer this special issue
as a guidebook for the emerging
ideas that will impact government
over the next 10 years. This is what
the future looks like now.

S H U T T E R STO C K . C O M

But “the future” looks a whole lot
different today than it did only a year
ago. The coronavirus pandemic and
the staggering economic downturn
of 2020 have completely altered the
way states and localities think about
the years ahead. There are new challenges and new constraints. But there
are also exciting new innovations
and technologies, unprecedented
government collaboration and agility,
and bold new ideas about where
we’re going and how we’ll get there.
We started planning this special
Future Ready issue back in February,
thinking we would publish in April or
May. We’d known for a while that we
wanted to devote an entire issue to the
stories that would shape the public
sector over the next several years. We
thought a lot about this new decade,
and what state and local government
might look like in 2030. This spring,
as the world turned upside down and
America hunkered down at home, we

Z A C H PAT T O N , S P E C I A L I S S U E E D I T O R
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A Future Ready
Approach to
Government
Modernization
A new generation of
cloud technologies equips
agencies to rapidly respond
to the COVID-19 era and
whatever comes next.
Modernize on world-class infrastructure
to deliver essential services

R

esponding to a global pandemic has forced
state and local governments to accelerate
their modernization of information technology
and service delivery. In a matter of days or weeks,
government organizations implemented remote work,
augmented and upgraded legacy public health systems,
ramped up collection and analysis of public health data,
increased capacity for social services programs and
expanded their digital service offerings.
This new normal has proven that faster ways of working
and operating digitally are critical and effective. State and
local agencies that readily adapted to new pandemicdriven requirements used the cloud to boost performance,
agility and security. They quickly adopted and scaled new
tools, services and approaches to meet evolving demands
— and they leveraged powerful modern technologies
such as big data analytics, artiﬁcial intelligence (AI) and
machine learning (ML) to aid in their management of the
pandemic, handle spiking digital demands, understand
complex challenges and guide policymaking.
To continue this progress and make it sustainable,
governments need technologies, partners and approaches
built for the future. They need open platforms that let
them move seamlessly between on-premises systems
and new cloud resources that are ﬂexible, scalable,
cost-effective, quick to deploy and secure by default.

Future ready government must be built on a secure,
ﬂexible and open foundation. Unfortunately, legacy IT
infrastructures tend to be expensive to maintain and scale,
as well as brittle and hard to modify or integrate. These
shortcomings often lead to process and data silos that stiﬂe
progress and hurt performance.
Embracing hybrid and multicloud environments can help
agencies overcome legacy constraints. These environments
scale quickly to meet periods of high demand — and the
best solutions offer an open enterprise framework to
rapidly adopt and deploy applications and services. They
also provide a central platform to manage multiple clouds,
workloads, and security and governance policies.
This innovative approach to technology can be gamechanging for government agencies and the citizens they
serve in moments of need.
For instance, the New York Department of Labor used
cloud to cope with a massive spike in unemployment
triggered by the COVID-19 pandemic. With its legacy systems
overwhelmed by a 1,000 percent increase in unemployment
insurance (UI) claims, the department rapidly launched new
applications on scalable cloud architecture.
The impact was immediate: The new technology enabled
the state to process more than 100,000 UI claims in the
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State and local agencies that readily adapted to
new pandemic-driven requirements used cloud
to boost performance, agility and security.

Digital systems already are the most common channel
for engagement between citizens and government
by far, with hundreds of thousands of constituents
accessing programs concurrently online and literally
billions of touchpoints per month.² But to deliver
digital experiences that match rising user needs,
future ready governments will use data and intelligent
software to personalize services for citizens and other
stakeholders. They’ll also use innovative low-code or
no-code development platforms to rapidly launch new
applications and services to meet evolving needs.
“AI and associated business applications hold
a promise to usher in a digital revolution where
government agencies can exceed the expectations of
the communities they serve,” says Ahmed Ali, strategic
business executive for Google Cloud Public Sector.
For instance, AI embedded in cloud-based business
applications lets agencies deliver more accurate
search results, and recommend additional information
and services based on a citizen’s past government
interactions. Moving these functions to a cloud-based
environment means data ingestion and constituent
service delivery can be a part of the same technical
ecosystem. This positions governments to adopt the
same sophisticated personalization techniques used
by top online retailers and other digital businesses.
“Ninety-six percent of adults in the United States
now own a mobile phone, and over 81 percent of those
devices are smartphones,³ which gives the public sector
opportunities to connect digitally and personally with
citizens in ways they haven’t been able to before,”
says Quinn Chasan, who leads customer analytics for
Google Cloud Public Sector. “Tools once thought of
as purely marketing technology now provide valuable
means to deliver public services and provide an
invaluable real-time data source on program efficacy.”
Governments also can use these cloud-based systems
to measure granular and unstructured data, which can
make analytics projects more valuable and help identify
ways to improve program performance. For example,
states such as Illinois are merging policy data with call
center response data to quickly and accurately address
citizen questions using automated, natural-language
agents that continuously learn from citizen interactions.⁴

ﬁrst 24 hours. It also gave citizens a simple way to access
multiple beneﬁt programs and the option to apply using a
mobile device.
Future ready infrastructure replaces cumbersome
virtual machines with workloads wrapped in opensource software containers that ﬂow freely among
onsite and cloud resources. It also equips governments
to smoothly share and integrate data across department
and agency boundaries.
“Containerization enables cloud strategies that are truly
hybrid,” says Jason Nichols, a cloud subject matter expert
specializing in AI Ops and application modernization for
Google. “Workloads can shift among any of an agency’s
public and private clouds, depending on what’s best for
meeting its mission needs.”
Beyond being ﬂexible and scalable, future ready
infrastructures catalyze innovation. Platform services like
Google Cloud Anthos provide a true open application
management platform for hybrid clouds, enabling agencies
to create or modernize applications and then run them
consistently and securely on-premises or across multiple
clouds. As a result, agencies continue to derive value
from legacy IT resources, while they shift a growing share
of their workloads to the cloud. With more computing in
cloud, agencies can reallocate IT staff resources formerly
devoted to maintaining onsite infrastructure toward creating
applications and services that meet government and
constituent needs.
“IT staffs spend a vast majority of their time just keeping
legacy servers and software running, versus driving value
for the business of doing government,” says Nichols.
“Governments need IT partnerships to strategically problemsolve and enable real-time insights.”

Deliver modern, personalized citizen
and user experiences at scale
Today’s citizens expect their digital interactions
with government to be convenient, tailored and
relevant. In the commercial world, 83 percent of
consumers expect personalization within moments
or hours of their ﬁrst interaction.¹ Citizens want the
same from government. And in the wake of the global
pandemic, citizen expectations for seamless, real-time
customer experiences have only continued to rise.
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Improve policy and real-time decisionmaking with intelligent analytics

data-gathering and analysis resources within days using
familiar data and collaboration applications that were
available within their existing cloud services portfolios.⁵

Along with using AI and data analytics capabilities
that are built into business applications, future ready
governments will access intelligent data technologies as
powerful yet easy-to-use services that help them tackle
some of their toughest and most complex challenges.
Modern cloud data platforms help governments
quickly realize the potential of analytics by removing
much of the manual work associated with assembling,
processing and cleansing data — including transforming
unstructured data into structured data for analysis. They
provide intelligent tools that can extract knowledge
from documents, voice recordings and other sources.
They also democratize analytics by providing serverless
data warehouses and real-time information streams.
“Agencies can move to the idea of serverless
computing — where they’re not managing and operating
systems anymore,” says Nichols. “They’re managing
the business use case through the technology, and
they’re letting the platform underneath it manage
all that low level infrastructure for them.”
These platforms put advanced data analytics and
visualization tools into the hands of non-technical users,
enabling governments to gain deeper understanding of
important issues and implement data-driven policymaking
and citizen-engagement strategies. Users apply analytics
and visualization tools using easy-to-navigate, menudriven interfaces. As a result, critical staff spend more
time on improving services and less on the mechanics
of data management — all at a time when the volume
and complexity of data have dramatically increased.
“Cloud services let government professionals perform
the more essential tasks that leverage their expertise and
expand the scope of how they serve constituents,” says
Chris Haas, strategic business executive at Google Cloud.
Making analytics and visualizations broadly available to
business staff and non-technical users enables individual
agencies to be more effective and lets multiple agencies
combine expertise to address multifaceted issues
like homelessness, drug addiction and public health
emergencies.
For example, when county transformation specialists in
Colorado’s ski country realized local resorts were becoming
COVID-19 hotspots, they used cloud platforms to rapidly
conﬁgure and deploy tools to track infections and help
local health departments mobilize responses. Instead of
spending months procuring and implementing on-premises
hardware and applications, county officials rolled out new

Transform telework and remote
engagement experiences
Future ready governments will use the cloud to transform
where and how they work. The COVID-19 pandemic proved
the criticality of having highly available and scalable cloudbased business and collaboration tools to let public sector
workforces continue operations and deliver services.
For instance, agencies used Google’s Meet video
conferencing solution to implement remote work almost
overnight, enabling public sector workforces to stay connected
and productive, and letting them deliver services virtually.
“Government professionals require continuity of
operations from truly digital workplaces to ensure they can
deliver high levels of service to citizens in times of crisis,”
says Haas. “Most agencies are still too reliant on the brickand-mortar workplaces.”
Agencies that already used video conferencing and
collaboration tools in their daily operations easily launched
remote work strategies to protect staff and slow the
spread of the virus while continuing to provide essential
government services. That was the case in Eagle County,
Colo., which adopted Google G Suite nine years ago.
“The fact that we’re on G Suite, with all the Google tools,
really made it a fairly seamless process to have a lot of
us working remotely,” says Eagle County spokeswoman
Kris Widlak. “Work from home has been something that
the county has embraced for a long time, so now we just
have a lot more people doing it at the same time.”
The county also used Google Meet to deliver Head
Start early childhood education services virtually during
the epidemic.
Because these tools are cloud-based, they quickly and easily
scale to meet new or growing demands. In Multnomah County,
Ore., for instance, video meetings held on the Meet platform
increased from 35 a day to 1,200 a day when county staff began
working from home.⁶ And across Colorado state government,
daily video meetings hosted on Meet jumped from 200 to
more than 4,000 as state employees shifted to remote work.
Besides strengthening resilience during disruptive
events, digital workspace tools enable agencies to work
more ﬂexibly every day. That’s an important factor for
engaging current agency employees and attracting
new talent into public service. Ultimately, these tools let
agencies provide the type of workspace and employment
experience that skilled employees prefer.
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Keeping your data safe and secure
in the growing virtual environment

State and local officials already are reporting signiﬁcant
beneﬁts from cloud-based security services.
“Following a cloud-ﬁrst strategy is enabling the NYC Cyber
Command to do what it needs to do to better secure New
York City’s digital services as rapidly as possible,” says Colin
Ahern, deputy chief information security officer for security
sciences at the Cyber Command. “We’ve achieved a velocity
that hopefully will inspire other cities to do the same.”

The rapid digitization of government operations,
applications and services as a result of COVID-19 has in
turn rapidly increased the criticality of defense in depth
security. Future ready governments will use sophisticated
cloud-based tools and security partnerships to quickly
spot and proactively address evolving threats. AI and
ML capabilities will give agencies new weapons to see
and block anomalous behavior in critical systems.
These technologies can respond automatically, reacting
faster than human security staff to stop unauthorized access
to ﬁnancial systems, healthcare databases or other sensitive
resources. The cloud also reduces total cost of ownership
because agencies only pay for processing power when they
need it to crunch massive amounts of cybersecurity data.
“Government agencies traditionally have addressed the
cyber-threat landscape through the application of ever
more exquisite defensive technology,” says Ali. “That is not
sustainable. Automating the defensive cybersecurity function
is the only path for agencies to protect themselves and the
citizens they serve. AI and associated services provide the
intelligent protection agencies need at the speed of cyber.”
In addition, cloud services can make it easier for state
and local agencies to apply uniform security practices
across enterprise platforms and applications. The Google
Cloud Platform and G Suite are FedRAMP authorized, which
certiﬁes these solutions have met the federal government’s
stringent standards for security assessment and continuous
monitoring. Therefore, agencies can strengthen their
enterprise security posture simply by adopting these tools.

The journey to future ready
with Google Cloud
Real transformation requires a new approach with the
right partner. Issues facing state and local government
leaders are complex and fast-moving — from delivering
crucial social programs, to ensuring the reliability of
critical operations, to meeting growing constituent needs.
Agencies need technology partners that can help them
ﬂexibly and cost-effectively address these issues at scale.
Google Cloud accelerates digital transformation through
data-powered innovation. The company’s commitment to
meeting customers where they are, with hybrid and multicloud solutions empowers state and local agencies to
embrace a new generation of scalable, open, intelligent
and secure platforms to run more efficiently and effectively
to meet constituent needs — now and moving forward.

Visit govtech.com/futureready for more news and
insights on using cloud to reimagine government
operations and services.

This piece was written and produced by the Government Technology Content Studio, with information and input from Google Cloud.
Endnotes:
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2. Digital Analytics Program, U.S. General Services Administration. https://analytics.usa.gov/
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5. Tracking COVID-19 in Real Time with Google Cloud. https://www.govtech.com/library/papers/Tracking-COVID-19-in-Real-Time-with-Google-Cloud-131451.html
6. Multnomah County: Keeping its employees connected using G Suite — on site or on the road. https://gsuite.google.com/customers/multnomah-county.html
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B Y Z A C H PAT T O N

NO ONE KNOWS FOR CERTAIN what the
future holds. But some people have a pretty
good idea. To get a sense of what the coming
decade might mean for state and local
governments, we asked more than two dozen
futurists — including thought leaders, public
officials, academics and tech experts — for their
predictions on the trends that will have the
greatest impact on the public sector over the
next 10 years.
Their responses, condensed and edited here,
provide a glimpse into what may happen in the
years ahead.

THE

S H U T T E R STO C K . C O M

FUTURISTS
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MEET THE
FUTURISTS

Elatia Abate

Art Guzzetti

Entrepreneur, educator and strategist whose
TEDx Talk, “Pioneering the Future of Work,”
can be found online. @elaabate

Vice president for mobility initiatives and
policy for the American Public Transportation
Association.

Oualid Ali

Pat Howard

Consultant and expert on global forecasting;
founder and president of the Future
Cities Council.

Offerings and solutions leader for Deloitte’s
Government and Public Services practice;
former national health-care leader for Deloitte.

Ginger Armbruster

Nigel Jacob

Chief privacy officer for the city of Seattle.
Oversees citywide Privacy Program, which
she developed in 2015.

Award-winning co-founder of Boston’s
Office of New Urban Mechanics. @nsjacob

Bob Bennett

Cybersecurity expert; founder and CEO of the
Cybercrime Support Network. @kfjudge

Founder of B2 Civic Solutions; former chief
innovation officer for Kansas City, Mo.
@BobBennett_b2

Maria Bothwell
CEO of Toffler and Associates, a future-focused
strategic advisory firm. @mariabothwell

Vint Cerf
Vice president and “chief Internet evangelist”
at Google; widely known as one of the “Fathers
of the Internet.” @vgcerf

Nancy Donovan
Co-creator of the Public Sector Foresight
Network; former director of domestic relations
at U.S. GAO. @NancyJDonovan

William Eggers
Executive director of Deloitte’s Center for
Government Insights; author of numerous books
including Delivering on Digital. @wdeggers

TS

Kristin Judge

Gabe Klein
Co-founder of Cityfi; former transportation
director for cities of Chicago and Washington,
D.C.; author of Start-Up City. @gabe_klein

Bertalan Meskó
Expert in genomics and health-care
technology; author; director of the Medical
Futurist Institute. @Berci

Erica Orange
Executive vice president and chief operating
officer of The Future Hunters, a global futurist
consulting firm. @ErOrange

Connie Reimers-Hild
Founder and chief futurist at Wild Innovation;
former executive director of the Rural Futures
Institute at the University of Nebraska.
@askdrconnie

Brian Elms

Ervan Rodgers II

National change management expert; former
director of Denver’s Peak Academy; author of
Peak Performance.

CIO for the state of Ohio; assistant director
of the Ohio Department of Administrative
Services.

Gordon Feller

Rebecca Ryan

Co-founder of Meeting of the Minds, a global
leadership network on urban sustainability.

Economist and author; resident futurist at
the Local Government Institute of Wisconsin.

@gordonfeller

@ngcrebecca

Dr. Emmanuel Fombu

Jordan Sun

Physician; entrepreneur; author of The Future of
Healthcare: Humans and Machines Partnering for
Better Outcomes. @DrMannyMD

Chief innovation officer for the city of San
José, Calif.; innovation officer and major with
the U.S. Army.

Cindy Frewen

Dan Tangherlini

Architect; urban designer; former board chair
of the Association of Professional Futurists.
@urbanverse

Former administrator of General Services
Administration; former CFO of U.S. Treasury
Department. @DanTangherlini

Thomas Frey

Maria Thompson

Futurist speaker and founder of DaVinci Institute;
author of Epiphany Z: 8 Radical Visions for
Transforming Your Future. @ThomasFrey

Chief risk officer for the state of North
Carolina; former cybersecurity chief for
the U.S. Marine Corps. @NCRiskOfficer

Roberto Gallardo

R “Ray” Wang

Director of the Center for Regional Development
at Purdue University; author of Responsive
Countryside: The Digital Age & Rural Communities.

Founder of Constellation Research; co-host
of DisrupTV, a weekly enterprise tech and
leadership webcast. @rwang0

@robertoge

Amy Webb

Lawrence Grodeska
Co-founder and CEO of CivicMakers; former publicsector tech leader who released San Francisco’s
first mobile app based on open data. @grodeska

Founder of Future Today Institute; professor
of strategic foresight at NYU Stern School of
Business; author of The Signals Are Talking.
@amywebb
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THE PANDEMIC…
We’re only beginning to understand
what the long-term impacts of the
pandemic will be on public life. But

“Taiwan leveraged the strength of its
manufacturing sector and invested
approximately $6.8 million to create
60 new mask production lines in a
short time, which increased their daily
mask production capacity from 1.8
million masks to 8 million masks. They
were able to flatten the pandemic
curve through early detection, thus
keeping their health systems from
becoming rapidly overwhelmed. I
foresee many cities and states putting
such contingency plans in place.”
Beyond the public health implications,
it’s evident the pandemic has already
accelerated many governments’ progress
toward digital service delivery.
“COVID-19 showed that very few services
require in-person delivery. The pandemic
is forcing governments to shift an array
of in-person services online,” said William
Eggers. “More and more government
services, from licensing to human services,
will be delivered digitally with embedded
intelligence in the coming years.”
Before long, predicted Kristin Judge,
“government services will be almost 100
percent virtual. I don’t see us going to a
county building for services or even having
elected officials in the buildings much.”
That digital acceleration will be
seen across the public spectrum, said
Art Guzzetti. “For example, the
movement of transit agencies toward
cashless payments was driven by new
technologies facilitating payment via
cellphones and open payment systems,”
he said. “Such policies were speeding the
boarding process and transit operations
even before the pandemic, reducing the
need for costly systems and procedures
required for the handling of cash and,
most important, improving the customer
experience. Health issues in the pandemic
have further discouraged the exchange
of cash.”
More than anything, said Dan
Tangherlini, the pandemic has exposed
the interconnectedness of how crises
impact our lives.

it’s clear the coronavirus will reshape our
world in myriad ways both large and small.
Think of it as a slow-motion earthquake,
said Elatia Abate. “We are currently in the
midst of health and economic challenges
from the first strike of the virus,” she said.
“The secondary and tertiary impacts in
health and the economy will come rolling in
like aftershocks — mental health issues like
anxiety, depression, suicide and addiction,
and economic challenges like massive
waves of evictions, credit defaults, continued
job losses and a tighter labor market.”
Of course, the most immediate impact
of the virus has been on public health.
And on that topic, said Bertalan Meskó,
there’s reason to be optimistic. “Health care
will finally get the attention it has always
deserved,” he predicted. “Remote care
will be the new norm, and the health of
medical professionals will receive priority.”
Governments that implement lessons
learned from the pandemic will be more
resilient in the face of future crises, said
Emmanuel Fombu. “Cities and states that
are open, transparent, collaborative and
adopt comprehensive responses will be
better positioned to manage pandemics
than those that are not,” Fombu said.
“While it’s still too early to declare a
success, the early response of Singapore
and Taiwan stand out. Both applied the
lessons learned from past pandemics
and had the investigative capacities,
health systems and, most importantly, the
leadership in place to quickly take decisive
action.” Anticipating a high demand for
masks in late January, Fombu said, the
government of Taiwan started rationing
existing mask supplies. “Taiwanese
citizens can now go to designated drug
stores to buy a designated amount of
masks on a weekly basis. This policy and
strategy will hopefully be duplicated by
other cities and states going forward.”
Local governments will also have to
invest in manufacturing, Fombu said.

14

The three biggest trends of the
coming years, according to Tangherlini?
“Complexity, complexity and complexity.
The ‘black swan’ event of the
pandemic demonstrates the cascading
connectivity of programs and systems
that will provide opportunities and
threats to those who plan, develop,
operate, and finance state and city
programs and infrastructure. To
successfully manage risk and enhance
resiliency, managers will need to find
opportunities for collaboration.”
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Businesses were simply never designed to
be shut down and restarted months later;
30 to 40 percent of inner-city retail stores
will fail and never reopen. We’re witnessing
the biggest job transition in history.”
As the pandemic influences where people
choose to work and live, governments will
be significantly impacted.
“We’ll see a mass exodus from high
cost-of-living cities as more companies
go to remote work,” said Lawrence
Grodeska. “It will be a reversal of the
urbanization trend of the past few decades.
Pre-pandemic predictions of how many
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“The coronavirus,” says Thomas
Frey, “will prove to be the most
expensive crisis in human history,
even more expensive than WWII.
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governments where property
taxes provide a continuing and
stable source of revenue may
be less seriously affected.”
Not all economic effects of
the pandemic will necessarily be
negative, if states and cities are
willing to take appropriate action,
said Maria Bothwell. “The pandemic
exposed the vulnerabilities of
a global, concentrated supply
chain. If this spurs repatriation
of manufacturing in the U.S.,
it could create a resurgence in
exurban and rural communities
and also stimulate the re-growth
of a middle class supporting
that manufacturing.”

S H U T T E R STO C K . C O M

“Difficulties in financing the many
services provided by state and local
governments will be exacerbated by
the decline in key sources of revenue,
including state aid for cities, as well
as property, income and sales taxes,”
agreed Nancy Donovan. But she also
noted that some places will be hit
harder than others. “The current
flight of urban residents to lessdensely populated areas could result
in a decline in revenue from personal
income taxes. Persistent concern over
frequenting indoor establishments
could affect the amount of sales
taxes collected, another important
source of revenue, especially in areas
dependent on tourism. In contrast,

people will live in cities in the coming
decades are likely to be highly skewed.”
That large-scale relocation will have
a massive effect on governments, said
Amy Webb. For example, she said, “even
if a fraction of the tech workers living
in Silicon Valley leave, that will render
apartments and houses empty. Declining
property taxes means less city revenue,
and that will have reverberating impacts
across social services, schools and
infrastructure.” Meanwhile, as those and
other “tech migrants” settle elsewhere,
they could overburden governments in
their new homes. “If development happens
fast and without a comprehensive
growth strategy or plan, city services
would be overwhelmed,” said Webb.
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FORECASTS:
Predictions for the public sector over
the next 10 years

S H U T T E R STO C K . C O M

It’s no surprise that nearly every
person we talked to predicted
that artificial intelligence will be
the biggest trend impacting state
and local government. (Climate

16

a more accurate story and would
also empower local governments to
modernize work streams, ﬁnd efficiencies and provide better services.”
But AI remains largely misunderstood by the public sector, according to
most of our futurists.
“Artiﬁcial intelligence is partially
overblown and partially not hyped
enough, which are symptoms of a
true lack of understanding of what
artiﬁcial intelligence can and can’t
do,” said Maria Bothwell. “We’ll likely
look back in 10 years and roll our eyes
over how poorly we understood AI
both in terms of the beneﬁts it could
provide and the risks it poses.”
Oaulid Ali put it even more starkly:
“Right now we don’t know if AI
will make our future world a utopia
or dystopia.”
The public sector must prepare
for all sorts of impacts of smarter
AI, said Lawrence Grodeska.
“Governments must confront artiﬁcial intelligence to get ahead of
the potentially disastrous effects
of deepfakes on public discourse
and science-based policy, as well

change was a close second.)
Almost every single one of our
futurists said that AI — along with
machine learning and big data —
will have the greatest effect on
public life in the coming decade.
“Conversational AI and digital
identity will be a game changer in
how citizens interact with governments,” said Pat Howard. “From
building permits to ﬁnancial assistance and health care, citizens
will interact with AI-based virtual
agents to get their queries answered.
Over the next 10 years, as AI technology evolves, chatbots will become
smarter, leaving government workers
to solve complex tasks that require
human interaction or creativity.”
Data goes hand-in-hand with
AI, and governments will have to
accelerate their use of data to drive
decision-making, said Amy Webb.
“Local governments still use too little
data to make decisions, automate
workﬂows, and analyze opportunities
and risks. For example, Baltimore
continues to miscalculate water
bills — at one point, employees were
simply driving around and making
guesses based on how big they
thought a house was and the past
water consumption rates.” Local
governments should be investing
in smart systems, she said. “City
departments make a lot of assumptions about citizens. Data would tell

We’ll likely look back
in 10 years and roll
our eyes over how
poorly we understood
AI both in terms of the
benefits it could
provide and the risks
it poses.” MARIA BOTHWELL

as the opportunities for supporting
more meaningful civic engagement
and effective service delivery.”
Much of the hand-wringing over AI
has been about its impact on the workforce, with the potential to automate
and eliminate entire job categories.
“A major theme of recent years
is the disintermediation of human
labor by AI and other technologies,”
said Erica Orange. “But much of
the conversation has been centered
on private-sector disintermediation, resulting in the bottom-line
cost efficiencies of automating work
previously done by humans. It may
be time to fundamentally shift our
thinking away from the private
sector, and toward labor disintermediation in the public sector —
something far less discussed.”
That involves numerous possible
beneﬁts, she said, improving outcomes
in everything from education, health
care and urban management to
border control and disaster response.
But governments will also have to
confront impacts on the workforce.
“We must account for jobs lost in the
transition. How will those people
be reabsorbed into the economy?”
Not everyone is that worried about
AI’s impact on jobs. The notion of
massive unemployment due to automation is overblown, said Jordan
Sun. “Human beings are incredible
survivors, and until our civilization
shifts away from work being tied
to our individual identity, we will
adapt to new employment opportunities and thrive along with the
automation and AI trends,” he said.
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OLDER AND OLDER
One of the biggest challenges will
be the continually aging population.
This will change the service mix,
the requirements that cities need,
and of course the shifting tax bases
as retirees leave and migrate from
tax-burdened cities to lower taxes
and warmer climates. Governments
will have to ﬁgure out how to
deliver cost-effective services —
and what services to cut. RAY WANG
One of the major
emerging trends is a
rising public urgency
surrounding climate
change — one that is

Government will shrink and we will have a set of
not-for-profits that will augment traditional city services. These
not-for-profits will be leaner, more agile and able to adapt to
emerging issues residents care about that traditional government
organizations are either unaware of or too slow to resolve. JORDAN SUN

We have asked police
to do too much of what
they are not trained
to provide. We will shift

This has already started
in some places. There
must be a better way to
process intake and release
of individuals faster and
safer. In fact, the entire
booking process and
moving of individuals
needs to be automated.
This isn’t just better from
a moral standpoint; it will
save governments money.
We send sheriffs to people’s
homes to arrest them when
a parking ticket goes unpaid.
That costs a county more
than $1,500 to execute, and

noncriminal, nonviolent
issues to people with skills
for helping others transition
to self-sustaining progress.
We’ll have social workers
instead of police showing
up to handle homelessness,
school discipline, housing
security and other issues.
Meanwhile, on the criminal
justice side, we’ll see a
transformation of courts,
jails, probation and parole.

if the individual doesn’t
post a bond they will stay
in jail at least overnight.
That’s another $250 per
person. A parking ticket can
quickly turn into $5,000 of
lost revenue for a county
and a criminal record for
an unassuming individual.
There are just so many
processes and services
around criminal justice
that are ripe for massive
disruption. Ninety-nine
percent of criminal justice
work is done on paper. It’s
embarrassing. BRIAN ELMS

spreading quickly and
globally. We refer to this as
“enviralism.” More socially
conscious people, particularly millennials and Gen
Zers, are joining grassroots
movements and rallying
around environmental
and political causes. At
the local level, enviralism
could ultimately have a
direct impact on urban
design and housing.
Ultimately, real
meaningful political
action around climate
change is still lacking
— from politicians and
voters alike. While climate
change has been cast
as the issue of our times,
it still lags the economy,
health care, tax reform
and immigration in getting
attention from political
leaders. Governments
and policymakers will
be increasingly charged
with responding to
and addressing public
enviralism, particularly
when this issue has the
power to swing future
elections and reshape
purchasing decisions.
ERICA ORANGE
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STAYING SMART ON CYBER
We have made such great strides in getting state and local governments to prioritize
cybersecurity over the past 10 years. My concern as revenues fall is that security budgets will
be cut. Ransomware and the threats from nation-states are increasing to a crippling level. If we
don’t increase international and U.S. internal collaboration to make cybercrime less lucrative,
our states and cities will be decimated by the costs. The digital threats will continue to grow,
so we can’t let our guard down. KRISTIN JUDGE
My main concern is keeping data
privacy as an important focus as
we face serious budget impacts and
staff decreases. The rapid changes

legislation in the next few years. It is
not for lack of effort: Individual states,
including Washington, have made
attempts at following in California’s
footsteps with the Consumer Privacy
Act of 2018. As these have struggled
to find support, we continue to
need legislation that establishes
common data privacy protections.
As a nation, we are leaders in
technology, and we should also have
a leadership position in data privacy
protection. GINGER ARMBRUSTER

required by the pandemic — including
increasing volumes of data collection
and working securely within a virtual
environment — will become business
as usual as residents become accustomed to the accessibility and flexibility
these changes are bringing now.
I am very hopeful that we will see
action on federal privacy protection

WHAT’S THE ONE
INNOVATION YOU’D
INVENT IF YOU COULD?
“Transporter technology a la
Star Trek. I think this would
be the best to solve travel and
transport, carbon emissions
and traffic.” RAY WANG
“Teleportation? ” GABE KLEIN
“Teleportation! I’d never have
to parallel park again.”
GINGER ARMBRUSTER

BIG TECH GOES FARMING

S H U T T E R STO C K . C O M

Some of the world’s biggest tech companies — Amazon, Microsoft,
Walmart — are getting into agriculture, and that impacts lots of
communities around the U.S. Microsoft launched a multi-year plan
to modernize agriculture with data analytics, and is piloting a program
already on two U.S. farms in which Microsoft has invested. Walmart is
opening its own meatpacking plants and dairy processing facilities
in an effort to drive down costs. Meanwhile, Amazon’s Jeff Bezos has
invested in vertical farming. AMY WEBB

18
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Right now, we can plot three
different plausible futures for
where we’ll be in 2030, depending
on the choices we make today.

watchdogs, greater corruption,
less trust in government and lower
government bond ratings. Local and
state budget deﬁcits further impact
our most marginalized, and we
see more community mergers and
regional governments. Climate change
re-enters the lexicon as a top threat
to local and state government, and
leaders work collaboratively outside
of government structures to share
best practices, socialize costs, and
try to mitigate or deal with climate
change. The theme here is that bad
stuff keeps coming for a decade
and we somehow ﬁnd a way to deal
with it, although it’s not holistic.
Then there’s the challenging
future. The theme here is “slipping
backwards.” America continues to
be pitied by other countries as our
brokenness in public health, public
education and the tragedy of the
commons causes us to slip even
more noticeably behind. We try to
use the same old tricks to combat
this, but without innovation and a
shared agenda, it’s just a giant game
of whack-a-mole. REBECCA RYAN

First, there’s the visionary future, in
which we use this crisis to reimagine,
try new stuff and take a proactive
approach to what’s coming. In this
scenario, we see a lot of re-shoring of
manufacturing and science jobs, a new
Office of the Future at the federal and
state levels whose job it is to anticipate and plan for disruptions, and
a revamped education system that
requires two years of post-high school
for all American students. We get a
program akin to the Works Progress
Administration that puts people to
work and rebuilds our failing roads,
bridges, airports and other infrastructure. And we see state universities return to their mission of serving
the public by using best practices
from a hybrid learning environment
of online and on-campus classes.
The expectable future has deeper
partisanship, more corporate money
in state and local races, fewer
local newspapers to act as ethical

Our voting system is incredibly
ripe for disruption. If governments
moved their records to a blockchain ,
we could dramatically improve the
voting process by ensuring that every
vote is counted while simultaneously
cutting down on voter fraud. It could
also make voting much easier, removing
the need for people to manually queue
up at a polling station. If we can shop
online, why shouldn’t we be able to
vote online, too? Especially if we’re
able to use blockchain to make digital
voting fairer and more tamper-proof
than the existing system. It’s socially
distanced, too! EMMANUEL FOMBU

WATCHFUL EYES

THE GIG ECONOMY GETS GIGGIER
Prior to the pandemic, the trend toward freelance work was growing year over year — 23
percent to 34 percent and moving into the 40s. The pandemic has accelerated this trend: It’s
possible that over 50 percent of the U.S. workforce will never return to a traditional
job. This doesn’t mean people won’t be working. However, what we define as work and
employment relationships, how they are taxed, and what entrepreneurship’s role is in
our society will change. Much of this is related to the Internet of Things and ubiquitous
connectivity. Once everything is smart — and even more importantly, is on blockchain — there
is no more need for bureaucracy, middlemen or human beings to perform large portions of what
the government does for society administratively. ELATIA ABATE

Most state government
entities have not established
an Insider Threat program.
Employee monitoring will
be a risk mitigation step to
manage the conﬁdentiality,
integrity, and availability
of systems and data.
MARIA THOMPSON

We need to rethink City Hall. The whole method of meetings and permits needs
to be rethought because it’s not making great places for people to live, work and
play. It’s wasteful; it’s slow; and it’s too insular. City halls are like museums – in
fact, many city halls and state capitols might make excellent museums.
CINDY FREWEN
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The
Future
of the
Internet

AN ONLINE TRAFFIC JAM
The single biggest challenge that state and local governments will
face over the next decade will be meeting the unprecedented
volumes of web traffic based on citizen demand for digital
government. This will require a renewed focus on emerging
technologies for government use. As an IT nerd at heart, this is an
exciting time to be leading the way in the technology space. ERVAN RODGERS
Citizens will have a much more
high-touch engagement with
government. Every interaction
we have is going to be saved and
logged and fully transparent. I’ll
have an ongoing stream of conversations that I can tap into with
elected and appointed officials
in my jurisdiction — at the street
level, neighborhood level, borough
level or citywide. I’ll have access to
the entire virtual history of these
interactions.
And we’ll be able to rate
every interaction we have with
government. Just like we can
rate our local bar on our phones,
I want to hold my phone up next
to a bus and rate my experience
with that particular bus driver. Or
that particular policeman. Or that

Vint Cerf

particular public health nurse.
Every interaction with anybody
who’s on the government payroll —
police, ﬁre, social services, schools,
public health, transit.
We’ve come to expect and
assume this from the private
sector, and soon we will expect and
assume it with our government.
This will empower citizens to
know that, if you need something
from Public Works, you want to
deal with this speciﬁc woman
who’s in that particular office
on Monday through Thursday,
because she’s the highest rated. It
could affect the way that employee
is evaluated by her supervisor, how
that supervisor is evaluated or
even how that agency is budgeted.

You helped create the Internet.
How do you see it evolving over the
next 10 years?
The biggest trends right now are disinformation and bad actors — people
who want to harm others and interfere
with other countries’ infrastructure and
elections. All these problems that are
caused by a global and open Internet
are going to shape the Internet over
the next decade, as countries try to
respond. Some will be responding because
they want to protect their citizens,
and some will be responding because
they want to protect their regimes.
So we’ll see more things like we’ve
seen with China creating firewalls and
blocking and filtering various systems.
It’s a pity: I think the value of the free
flow of information has been enormously demonstrated. But as countries
try to respond to these bad behaviors,
the result will be a fragmentation and
disruption of Internet global connectivity.

GORDON FELLER

YOUR OWN DIGITAL ID

20

What other technologies will
have the biggest impact?

S H U T T E R STO C K . C O M

A unique digital identity for citizens could enable
dramatic leaps in service quality and drive ﬁnancial and
social inclusion by providing citizens access to seamless
services in health care, education and other government
beneﬁt programs. Citizens will have to share their
information only once. A single digital identiﬁer-based
system can then kick in and elevate the experience of
citizens by anticipating their needs and personalizing
public services. Already, countries like Estonia and
Austria are proactively serving their citizens without
waiting for them to apply for services. PAT HOWARD

A Q&A with

5G will probably be the most significant
— but not because it’s faster and all
the hype around that. What is actually
important, and alarming, is that the
interface to the 5G system is going to
leach control away from the Internet Layer
Protocol, which has been the egalitarian
component of the Internet, and it is going
to introduce a bunch of mechanisms that
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not only will potentially invade privacy
but will also tend to cut the Internet up
into little narrow slices with different
functionalities. That interface is very
troublesome from my point of view.

5G isn’t the only way we’re
fragmenting the network. What
about the Internet of Things?
I’m very nervous about the IoT space. I
used to joke that the thing I worry about
most is a headline that says, you know,
“100,000 Refrigerators Attack Bank of
America.” I used to think that was funny,
but it isn’t funny anymore because
that’s exactly what’s happening [with
webcams and other IoT devices].
Many of these devices are fairly inexpensive — we’re talking tens of dollars
— so there isn’t a huge investment by the
makers in securing the software. There are
bugs all over the place. I’m very worried
about access control and safety and
security. I am convinced we will experience a number of bad things as a result
of IoT devices that have bugs in them.
There’s a huge amount of work to
be done. Who will feel responsibility for
that? Will it be the cities and the states
and the federal government? Will it be
the companies? I think legislation and
regulation will be needed to hold organizations accountable for the products
and services they build and offer. We
don’t yet see enough accountability.

f

Do you see any lessons learned so
far from the pandemic?

WIKIPEDIA

The coronavirus has basically forced
us into online interaction, and I think
that’s not going to go away even
after the pandemic goes away.
With government, there will be an
increased attempt to deliver digital
access to services. But that’s going
to be very dependent on high-quality
identification. Two-factor or other strong
identification is going to be essential,
and that implies there’s going to have
to be some common standardization
involving strong authentication techniques. States and cities are going to
have to mandate certain requirements
for the tools and software that people
use to interact with the government.
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AUTONOMOUS
VEHICLES
EVERYWHERE…
Driverless tech will be the most
disruptive innovation in history,
according to futurist Thomas Frey.

S H U T T E R ST O C K . C O M

A single autonomous car will replace
30 traditional cars, he predicts, and by
2030 fewer than four million autonomous
vehicles (AVs) will have replaced 50
percent of all traffic in the U.S. “Car
ownership,” Frey said, “will soon
become a very expensive hobby.”
The shift to AVs will have positive
effects — less congestion, less noise,
less pollution — as well as negative
consequences. Without speeding tickets
and parking violations, cities will lose
more than half their current revenue
streams, Frey said. New York City alone
stands to lose more than $2 billion a
year in traffic fines. Airports will lose
41 percent of their revenues as parking
fees disappear, and the health-care
industry could lose more than $500
billion annually thanks to fewer crashes.
“Driverless technology will not only
be applied to cars, but also tractors,
trucks, ships, lawnmowers, forklifts,
water taxis, snowplows, submarines,
drones, trains and even airplanes,”
Frey said. “It will soon touch the lives
of every person on planet Earth.”
That will have a major impact on jobs,
said Elatia Abate. “The trend toward

autonomous vehicles was what got me
interested in the future of work to begin
with,” she said. “If truck driving is the
most popular job in 26 states in the U.S.,
what happens to all those jobs? And what
happens to all the ancillary industries
built up around truck driving? As the
trend toward commercial and consumer
use of this technology continues to
grow, we will need to figure out what to
do with this workforce population and
all of the others that will be impacted.”

… OR MAYBE NOT.
Not everyone is convinced that driverless tech will be commonplace by 2030.
“Autonomous vehicles will not be nearly as ubiquitous as industry experts predict,”
said Lawrence Grodeska. “Resolving the moral dilemma of protecting either pedestrians
or passengers will prove to be far too difficult for most people to feel safe with this
technology on the road.”
Bob Bennett agrees. “We’ll see some limited autonomous vehicles 10 years from now,
but not a majority. The hype around AV is still overblown. To work, it will require a network
of vehicle-to-everything sensors and a supporting digital infrastructure that cities just
can’t afford — that’s even more true now because of COVID.”

22

THE LOOMING TRUST CRISIS
Just as Washington is going
through a governance crisis,
in the sense that Congress is
not very popular, I think it is
only a matter of time for local
governments to be impacted by
this as well. Local governments
need to make sure they improve
civic engagement and become
more responsive. Being more
digitally inclusive and leveraging
digital platforms will be key to
ensure local governments are
more responsive and trusted.
ROBERTO GALLARDO
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FURTHER INTO THE FUTURE
Books, podcasts, TED Talks and more
recommended reading from our futurists
Exponent podcast
with Ben Thompson
and James Allworth

21 Lessons for
the 21st Century
BY YUVAL NOAH HARARI

Humankind:
A Hopeful History

Team Human podcast with
Douglass Rushkoff

BY RUTGER BREGMAN

Follow r/Futurology
on Reddit

The Industries
of the Future
The Longevity Economy

The Future is
Faster Than
You Think

BY ALEC ROSS

BY JOSEPH F. COUGHLIN

BY PETER DIAMANDIS
AND STEVEN KOTLER

The Wall Street Journal’s
Future of Everything podcast

WTF?: What’s the
W
Future and Why
It’s Up to Us
BBY TIM O’REILLY

The Inevitable:
Understanding
the Twelve Technological
Forces that Will Shape
Our Future

The Age of Living
Machines: How
Biology Will Build
the Next Technology
Revolution

BY KEVIN KELLY

BY SUSAN HOCKFIELD

Shari Davis’
TED Talk: “What if
you could help decide
how the government
spends public funds
in your community?”

The Rise of Big Data
Policing: Surveillance,
Race, and the Future of
Law Enforcement

The Death of
Expertise

BY ANDREW GUTHRIE FERGUSON

“The Perils of Short-Termism,”

BY TOM NICHOLS

by Richard Fisher on BBC.com

“The Unraveling of America:
How COVID-19 Signals the
End of the American Era,” by

Prediction Machines:
The Simple Economics
of Artificial Intelligence

Wade Davis in Rolling Stone

BY AJAY AGRAWAL, JOSHUA
GANS AND AVI GOLDFARB

Follow @Futurism
on Instagram

Future Thinkers podcast with Mike
Gilliland and Euvie Ivanova
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A DAY IN THE LIFE
We asked our futurists to imagine a typical day in 2030.

past due to fossil fuel caps, unless I am willing to spend a lot of money for
a vacation once a year. Driving is significantly taxed as well — at least
for any vehicles that aren’t completely CO2 neutral — so I ride my solarelectric-trike when I run errands locally.
Between the existing solar on my house and the new solar and wind
co-op coming to my neighborhood, these power all of my needs and
technologies. Cloud-based services cost three times what they used to,
because they’re powered by solar farms. But with the money I save
not having to pay office rent, it’s a fair tradeoff.
I work every day from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m., which is enough to support all
my basic needs. I spend the rest of the day hanging out with my family
and writing. GABE KLEIN

I start my morning with my holographic automated online office
assistant, to assess my daily work calendar. I then initiate automated
meeting participation with my meeting tool avatar. Using artificial
intelligence and replication of my voice and personality, Virtual Me
attends (and documents) noncritical meetings, along with any I
just do not want to attend. I do real work until noon, when I review
notes from the morning meetings to ensure I’m up to speed with
the action items assigned to Virtual Me. GINGER ARMBRUSTER

24

Personalized information feeds
on weather and environment,
news, my ﬁnancial portfolio,
public safety and work events pop
up on my ﬂexible display wall
in my house. Using eye gestures
and brainwave controls, I can
drill in on what I need to know.
Most of my work is done in
augmented reality conference
calls, where it feels like all
of us are in a room together.
When people do need to go
into the office, they commute
in autonomous cars, allowing
them to sleep on the way in from
exurbs 100 miles away. RAY WANG
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I will rarely leave my neighborhood. Flights are mostly a thing of the
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TOP HEADLINES / NOV. 1, 2030
Cascadia Secession Plan Could Get Vote Early Next Year
CINDY FREWEN AND 3,456 OTHERS SHARED THIS

I have to exercise when I use a
vehicle to make it accelerate, and
go for a run to generate electricity
for my mobile wear. I harvest food

Opinion: Why El Paso’s 3D-Printed Neighborhood
Will Be Such a Game-Changer
THOMAS FREY AND 92,345 OTHERS SHARED THIS

off the wall of my apartment. My
neighborhood is completely selfsufficient in water, food and energy,
and we trade with other clusters for
various goods and services. CINDY FREWEN

Miami Mayor Pledges ‘No More Roads’
Without Full Funding for New Overwater Transit System
CINDY FREWEN COMMENTED ON THIS

‘My Kid’s Robot Could Paint That’: Is A.I. Art Worth the Hype?
EMMANUEL FOMBU AND 1,378 OTHERS LIKE THIS

FDA to Launch Investigation After Report Links
Implantables to Cancer Risk
KRISTIN JUDGE COMMENTED ON THIS

TANYA WAKES UP AT 5:30 A.M. ON AUGUST 19,
2030. Her home system is immediately notified,
via the implantable health device in her arm, that
she’s a little low in calcium and iron. While she
gets ready in the bathroom, the smart mirror on
her bathroom wall updates her on her daily health
status, which is also tracked by her doctor.
Downstairs, she eats breakfast while scanning
her feed of AI-generated news stories. As
Tanya thinks about all that’s changing in the
world, suddenly her implantable notifies her
home system about her increased heart rate.
A list of meditation techniques is automatically
displayed on her smart screens. Tanya takes
some deep breaths and faces the day.
Later, in her home office, she puts on her new
brain control interface, which allows her to
interact with her computer via her brain waves.
Her work is freelance and entirely remote.
Although she and her teammates are located
all over the world, they feel like they are in
the same conference room due to advanced
4D virtual reality workspace capabilities.
Tanya works primarily for startups, and she is
one of the 200 million freelancers via Globtal.

Boston’s Twin Superstorms Could Top $50B in Damages
154,935 PEOPLE SHARED THIS

Opinion: Let Space Tourism Companies Pay
Cost Overruns for Moon Base
RAY WANG, OUALID ALI AND 3,864 OTHERS SHARED THIS

One-Third of Private Universities Closed in the Past Decade.
Are We Too Late to Fix the College Crisis?
MARIA BOTHWELL COMMENTED ON THIS

‘Not a Drop Left’: Las Vegas Issues Last Batch
of New Water Permits to Developers
CINDY FREWEN AND 856 OTHERS SHARED THIS

MARIA BOTHWELL, WHO CREATES NARRATIVES LIKE

Real Truth Party Goes to Washington: First worldwide
political party may gain two seats in Congress
in next week’s election

THIS AS PART OF HER SCENARIO PLANNING WORK

MARIA BOTHWELL AND 45,785 OTHERS SHARED THIS

With Drone/Human Aerial Collisions up 150% in Seattle
Skies, City Eyes New Regs

S H U T T E R STO C K . C O M

For lunch, I grab a liquid shot of protein,
carbs, fiber, vitamins and caffeine. It’s a
small shot but it makes my brain feel full.

GINGER ARMBRUSTER COMMENTED ON THIS

JORDAN SUN
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There is a growing realization
that life events such as childbirth and change in employment
status trigger citizens’ need for
related services. However, the

One way for cities and towns to address resource constraints
will be to co-create solutions within their regions, with
other like-cities nationally, with the private sector and
in some cases, with the federal government. Bespoke
solutions are going to be a thing of the past, because if
it is good enough for Washington D.C., chances are it
is good enough for Arlington, Va., and vice-versa. GABE KLEIN

The urban/rural socioeconomic divide is
going to be a huge challenge for cities
and states. Many rural areas lack

Synthetic biology
will start to shape
the future of waste
management, the pharmaceutical industry and
health care. Synthetic

the connectivity to participate in
— let alone shape and benefit from
— an increasingly digital society.

D AV I D K I D D

The political power for rural areas is
dwindling, and the lack of understanding
regarding the interconnectedness of rural
and urban areas must be addressed to
help reduce wealth disparity issues in
the future and create a more inclusive
economy that goes well beyond geographic
boundaries. CONNIE REIMERS-HILD

26

biology involves creating
an organism that doesn’t
already exist in nature,
and someday it will help
repair defective genes,

rid the planet of toxins,
destroy cancer cells and
help mass-produce proteins
for our consumption.
Imagine a future in which
you no longer take medication — instead, your cells
are simply reprogrammed
to fight off whatever ails
you. Or imagine biting into
a thick, juicy Tomahawk
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steak, grilled to perfection
— one that’s vegan-friendly,
because it is made from
plant-based proteins.
Forward-thinking cities
and states could decide
to build new research
hubs for this work, especially if they are already
hubs for complementary
industries. AMY WEBB

S H U T T E R STO C K . C O M

Moving education to remote/online/virtual, while difficult and with arguable
results, will nonetheless have people questioning the geographic model
of K-12 public education. If schools are online-enabled with effective
teaching methods, then why would delivery of the classes be limited to
only those within a certain geographic area? If students can have access
to subjects not offered at their school or schools with better performance
records, why shouldn’t they have that access? The pandemic and remote
schooling — with all of its flaws — has shown that the connection between
education and location can be broken once teaching goes virtual. That
one simple idea could cause a revolution in education. MARIA BOTHWELL

traditional government service
delivery model is based around
departments that provide
disparate services to citizens.
Governments are building
common digital platforms and
using data innovatively to ensure
citizens don’t have to navigate
an alphabet soup of agencies
and regulators across local,
state, and federal jurisdictions.
In this approach, everything
rule-based is digitized and
automated, vastly reducing or
eliminating the need for physical
interactions. ‘No-stop shop’ is
a government service delivery
model that requires no forms,
has an integrated back end,
and is proactive or predictive.
Data collection, storage and
usage evolves to the point
where it becomes possible to
deliver services in a proactive
or predictive way. For example,
parents in Ireland, Denmark
and Sweden receive child-care
subsidies post-birth without even
having to apply. PAT HOWARD
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Maybe Not By 2030, But…

WHAT’S YOUR WILDEST PREDICTION?
Human augmentation.
One in four adults
in the U.S. has some form
of disability, along with one
billion people around the
world. Human augmentation
— whether affecting brain
activity, limb functions or
something else — will be a
game changer to achieve
a new level of inclusion,
economic productivity
and quality of life.

The average person isn’t aware of
how much data they’re shedding.
Collectively, our homes are starting
to produce digital emissions, which
includes all the data not actively used
and processed by devices. Bits of
information in that network include
things like your body temperature as
you watch TV, the ambient hums and
creaks that your home makes at night,
and the communication pings your
devices make. Digital emissions aren’t
harmful to the environment, but they’re
an untapped resource to be mined and
analyzed — with transparency and
permissions, of course. AMY WEBB

JORDAN SUN

Bikes and small
velomobiles will
outsell cars. GABE KLEIN

WHERE DO
WE GO FROM
HERE?

Personal data
and genomics
are made a property
right. This means that
citizens take back control
of their privacy data
and can choose not to
share the data, donate
the data to a charity like
the American Cancer
Society, or monetize
their data and be paid
for that data when its
being utilized. RAY WANG

Smart toilets will
be on the market,
designed to track human
waste and hydration
levels, to provide
early warning signs
of digestive problems
or medical conditions.
EMMANUEL FOMBU

Successful longevity
technologies will
extend human life expectancy
to 150 years. OUALID ALI

Arts taxes. Arts and culture programs are going to be
decimated by the pandemic. Local cities and states are going
to create taxes to support the arts and culture of a city. BRIAN ELMS

WE NEED LOCAL GOVERNMENTS THAT CAN REACT
QUICKLY TO CHANGES AND WORK IN
CREATIVE AND HUMAN-ORIENTED WAYS
TO IMPROVE THE LIVES OF OUR RESIDENTS.

The challenges of 2020 worldwide
have highlighted the impact and
importance of local government. In

local governments that can react
quickly to changes and work in
creative and human-oriented ways
to improve the lives of our residents. We need innovation in our
thinking about what local government
actually is and what it does.
This innovation isn't simply
a question of using technology,
though certainly technology will
probably be part of the solution.
This is a problem for how we choose
to organize local government. Are
we talking about traditional patriarchal hierarchical models that
privilege the few at the top of the
hierarchy? Or are we trying to
build an approach to governing
our cities that is born out of
empathy and respect and care?

the United States, local and state
governments have led the way in
dealing with a global pandemic
in every sense, from the overwhelming public health challenges to the generation-long
impacts of systemic racism. At
the same time, however, these
very challenges have highlighted
the need to rethink and redesign
and rebuild local government
in a way that is consonant with
the times in which we live.
Increasingly, we face challenges
that require us to be ﬂexible and
resilient in the face of past failures
in a changing world. We need

When I think of a future that
I am excited about, one of the
elements is a ﬂexible model of local
government that can handle ambiguity and that is designed to be
creative and explicitly anti-racist.
We need to think big. Bigger than we
have ever thought about what it means
to be Citizens of the World. We need to
realize that bureaucracy is something
that we build; it doesn't just happen to
us. We have chosen to build slow and
cumbersome institutions that frequently
make life worse, especially for those
whose voices are heard the least.
Our system of government is our
greatest invention. It’s time that we
realize that and take responsibility
for how it works — and for changing
the way it works. NIGEL JACOB
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SPONSORED CONTENT

State of Illinois: Using AI to help
residents impacted by COVID-19
ü½³½Ñė½Čç½æùáíĞæ½çć²½ç½ŕćĀ
cÎ½/ááÑçíÑĀ½ù¥Ŝæ½çćíÈæùáíĞæ½çć]½³ČüÑćĞÑĀČĀÑçÉíçć¥³ć½çć½ü/ćíü¥ùÑ¹áĞ
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Čç½æùáíĞæ½çć³á¥ÑæĀ˙

Google Cloud results
•
The state of Illinois anticipates an estimated annual
savings of $100M based on
an initial analysis of IDES’s virtual agent data
•
Virtual agents handle more than 140,000 phone and
web inquiries per day
•
Phone virtual agent answers 40,000 after-hours calls
per night
•
-PPMRSMWVIWMHIRXWGERKIXLIPTXSƤPIXLIMVYRIQTPS]ment claims faster
•
Contact Center AI web and phone virtual agents each
deployed in just two weeks

sÑŜČ¥á¥É½çćĀÎ½áùÎČç¹ü½¹Ā
íÈćÎíČĀ¥ç¹ĀÉ½ć
Čç½æùáíĞæ½çć²½ç½ŕćĀ
providing technology, innovation, and telecommunications
services to all Illinois state agencies.
Contact Center AI virtual agents assist human staff
As overburdened IDES contact center agents strained to
answer phone calls and respond to web inquiries, constituents contacting the agency for unemployment assistance
waited for hours on the phone, or simply didn’t get through.
Realizing the urgency of the problem, Illinois mobilized a
GVSWWJYRGXMSREPVIWTSRWIXIEQXSƤRHERHHITPS]EWSPYtion fast.

When the COVID-19 virus spread throughout the US, it devastated the job market, driving millions of Americans into
unemployment within weeks. State governments across the
country suddenly faced an unprecedented surge in unemTPS]QIRXFIRIƤXWGPEMQW
In the state of Illinois, the number of COVID-19-related
unemployment claims submitted between March 1 and
May 9, 2020, totaled 1,076,461, which is nearly 11.5 times

The state of Illinois chose Contact Center AI, a conversational AI solution from Google Cloud. Contact Center AI
YWIWEVXMƤGMEPMRXIPPMKIRGIXSIREFPIVMGLGSRZIVWEXMSREP
experiences between virtual agents and customers through

the number of claims the department processed during the
same period in 2019.

chat and over the phone.

For the Illinois Department of Employment Security (IDES),
[LMGLEHQMRMWXIVWXLIWXEXIŭWYRIQTPS]QIRXFIRIƤXWXLMW
led to a deluge of phone calls and web inquiries from residents. The surge was compounded by the state’s shelter-inplace order, which prohibited residents from visiting IDES
SJƤGIWXSƤPIXLIMVGPEMQWMRTIVWSR

̊cÎ½¥Čćíæ¥ć½¹ėÑŜČ¥á¥É½çćĀÎ¥ė½
¥³ć½¹áÑÞ½¥Èíü³½æČáćÑùáÑ½üÈíü/]̍Ā
ĀČùùíŜ¥É½çćĀˏÑçć½üæĀíÈùüí³½ĀĀÑçÉ
¥ç¹ü½Āùíç¹ÑçÉćíČç½æùáíĞæ½çć
²½ç½ŕćĀü½ûČ½ĀćĀ˙̋

“Because of COVID-19, our constituents were unable to
[EPOMRXSEWXEXISJƤGIWSXLIMRGVIEWIMR[IFERHTLSRI
inquiries was astronomical,” said Jennifer Ricker, Acting
Assistant Secretary for the Illinois Department of Innovation and Technology (DoIT). Illinois DoIT is responsible for

˽9½ççÑÈ½üYÑ³Þ½üˏ³ćÑçÉĀĀÑĀć¥çć]½³ü½ć¥üĞˏ
/ááÑçíÑĀ½ù¥Ŝæ½çćíÈ/ççíė¥ćÑíçΟc½³ÎçíáíÉĞ
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Working with Google Cloud, Ricker and her team developed
a three-phase plan to deploy Contact Center AI virtual
agents on the IDES website and through the agency’s phone
system. In phase one, the Contact Center AI virtual agents
were designed to answer frequently asked questions regarding constituents’ unemployment claims.

̊íç̍ćÈ½¥üćÎ½ČçÞçíĘç˙t½̍ė½Î¥¹ćí
ùČĀÎíČüĀ½áė½ĀćÎüíČÉÎĀíæ½Ñçć½üç¥á
ùüí³½ĀĀ½Āˏ¥ç¹Ę½̍ü½É½ç½ü¥ááĞė½üĞ
³¥ČćÑíČĀĘÑćÎíČü³íçć¥³ć³½çć½üĀˏ²Čć
ĘíüÞÑçÉĘÑćÎ'ííÉá½áíČ¹Î¥Ā²½½ç
¥Éü½¥ć½ĝù½üÑ½ç³½˙̋

Three Google Cloud partners played key roles in designing
and deploying the solution. Quantiphi, which specializes
in applied AI and machine learning, helped launch the web
virtual agent; and Presidio, a digital transformation IT solution provider, assisted with the phone agent. Additionally,
the team used Cisco Contact Center AI APIs to connect the
(MEPSKƥS[FSXXS-()7ŭW'MWGSGSRXEGXGIRXIVERHGSQQYnications system.
Contact Center AI quickly augments legacy technology
It took only two weeks to deploy each virtual agent—for a
total rollout time of four weeks. In addition to quickly integrating Contact Center AI with existing technology, the DoIT
team was also helping state employees transition to remote
work due to COVID-19.
“We not only faced very tight timelines to launch the Contact Center AI virtual agents, but we also had to integrate
with legacy technology while helping our employees as they
transitioned to working from home,” said Brandon Ragle,
Chief of Enterprise Applications for the Illinois Department

˽¥á½t¥áć½üĀˏÎÑ½ÈíÈD½ćĘíüÞJù½ü¥ćÑíçĀˏ
/ááÑçíÑĀ½ù¥Ŝæ½çćíÈ/ççíė¥ćÑíçΟc½³ÎçíáíÉĞ

portant information on their unemployment claims quickly.
It’s also alleviating the demand on IDES’s human agents to
answer common and repetitive questions, enabling them to
focus on more complex cases.
As Ricker put it, “The automated virtual agents have acted
like a force multiplier for IDES’s support agents, in terms
SJTVSGIWWMRKERHVIWTSRHMRKXSYRIQTPS]QIRXFIRIƤXW
requests.”

of Innovation and Technology.

Momentum for digital transformation and omnichannel
support
IDES’s successful rollout of Contact Center AI is helping the

IDES completed phase one in mid-April when they launched
their web virtual agent and phase two in late April when
their phone virtual agent started answering after-hours

agency achieve their immediate priority, which is ensuring
-PPMRSMWVIWMHIRXWKIXXLIMVYRIQTPS]QIRXFIRIƤXWUYMGOP]MR
a time of crisis.

phone calls. Phase three will connect the phone and web
virtual agents to IDES’s backend systems to handle more
complex requests, such as password resets, inquiries about
check claim status, and changes to constituent records.
“The ease with which our teams were able to quickly
integrate Contact Center AI on our legacy technology was a
pleasant surprise,” Ricker added.
:MVXYEPEKIRXWLIPTXLSYWERHWƤPIYRIQTPS]QIRXGPEMQW
As the economic impact of COVID-19 reverberated across
-PPMRSMW-()7ŭW[IFWMXIXVEJƤGWTMOIHJVSQTEKI
views per day to millions.
Fortunately, IDES’s newly deployed virtual contact center
agents provided immediate help. IDES reports that the
phone virtual agent consistently processes an average of
40,000 constituent phone calls per night. And the web chatbot interacts with upwards of 100,000 constituents a day.
By absorbing these constituent inquiries, Contact Center
AI is helping many thousands of Illinois residents get im-

According to IDES, the web virtual agent answered 3.2
QMPPMSRMRUYMVMIWMRMXWƤVWXX[S[IIOWLIPTMRKXLIQTE]
YRIQTPS]QIRXFIRIƤXWMREXMQIP]QERRIVXS SJ
GPEMQERXW7IZIRX]ƤZITIVGIRXSJGPEMQERXWVIGIMZIHXLIMV
ƤVWXTE]QIRX[MXLMRX[S[IIOW%RHXLITVSNIGXŭWWYGGIWW
is creating positive ripple effects in other areas too.
For one, with virtual agents now assisting more than
100,000 constituents a day, the DoIT team is thinking more
seriously about how they can serve constituents in an
omnichannel way.
Ű8LIFIRIƤXW[IŭVIWIIMRK[MXLXLI[IFERHTLSRIZMVXYEP
agents has really led us to think in a more omnichannel
manner, as opposed to viewing each of these channels as
separate and independent,” said Ricker.
The team’s ability to quickly integrate Contact Center AI
with their legacy technology stack—without any major
snags—has also added momentum to the DoIT’s digital
transformation efforts.
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With the right investments in technology, rural
communities could use this moment to remake
their futures. One small town shows how.
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Mitchell, S.D., invested
early in broadband
connectivity, which
has helped the
town draw new tech
businesses and hang
on to residents.
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has made the most of the advantages
it does have, including its location
on the interstate, its proximity to
the growing city of Sioux Falls, its
institutions of higher education and
a culture of collaborative leadership.
“There aren’t that many small
communities in that part of the
country that rank that high in terms of
overall job growth,” said Ross DeVol,
president of Heartland Forward, an
Arkansas-based think tank focused on
improving economic performance in
the center of the country. “Mitchell is
deﬁnitely one of the better performers
among small communities.”
Mitchell invested early in connectivity. In 2005, it was the ﬁrst small city
in South Dakota to install broadband
throughout the community. Today,
there’s ﬁber all over town, connected
to every business and school and
nearly every residence. This stands
in stark contrast to much of rural
America, where broadband remains
a rumor. There seems to be a rural
broadband initiative announced every

igns direct visitors
to Mitchell, S.D., for
hundreds of miles
around. The town,
which is a bit more
than an hour west
of Sioux Falls along
Interstate 90, is home
to the Corn Palace,
a classic roadside
attraction that in a non-pandemic
year attracts about a half-million
visitors. Enticed by the endless string
of billboards, weary travelers pull
off the interstate to take a look at
the palace’s onion-shaped domes
and corn-colored murals depicting
bison, Mount Rushmore and George
McGovern, the late senator and
long-ago presidential candidate
who was a native son of Mitchell.
Casual visitors would hardly have
reason to guess that by stopping in
Mitchell they’re also visiting one of the
most successful technology hubs of
any small city in America. Agriculture
is the area’s leading industry — ﬁtting
for the home of the Corn Palace —
while manufacturing also remains
important, with local companies
making fans and trailers. But Mitchell
has also fostered a tech cluster in a
way that is unusual in rural America.
Mitchell is home to a pair of
telecom services companies that,
between them, employ about 500
people. That’s not bad for a city of
15,000. Those companies, in turn, have
spun off other cybersecurity and IT
ﬁrms as employees have struck out
on their own.
“Being sited in the middle of
corn country but having these other
strong factors is pretty unique for
a small town,” said Ronald Wirtz
of the Federal Reserve Bank of
Minneapolis, who tracks business
conditions in South Dakota and
several neighboring states.
Mitchell is not a place blessed
with a lot of natural advantages. Civic
leaders readily concede it lacks the
amenities of a major city or a Rocky
Mountain resort area. But Mitchell

32

other month, either in the federal
government or by some governor’s
office. Yet two-thirds of the nation’s
counties lack access to broadband,
including 77 percent of those with
populations under 50,000, according to
the National Association of Counties.
People who work in rural economic
development can share unending
horror stories about the problems
caused by lack of connectivity. Calls
get dropped or conversations get
mangled because there’s only one
bar of cell service. Customers are
sometimes unable to pay in-person
with credit cards when passing
storms knock out the Internet.
These kinds of problems are about
more than the frustration of not being
able to stream shows on Netﬂix.
Digital connectivity has become
essential for economic activity. In
the era of the coronavirus, that’s
truer than ever. Millions of Americans are still working remotely, often
alongside their school-age children,
over Zoom and other platforms.

“While you might
be out here in what
people consider the
boondocks,” said
Mitchell Mayor Bob
Everson, “you have
the ability to connect
with anybody in the
world quite easily.”
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Students at Dakota
Wesleyan University
mostly pursue majors
that are aligned with
the workforce needs
of the community.

For all the thousands of “leaving
New York” (or San Francisco or
Seattle) stories that have been
published in recent months, the reality
is that most people are going to stay
within a reasonable drive of their jobs,
even if they’re showing up in person
less often. And most jobs are staying
tied to the cities. Even during the
pandemic, major companies such as
Amazon and Facebook leased additional office space in Manhattan by
the hundreds of thousands of square
feet. Palantir, a data analytics software
company, did announce in August that
it was leaving Silicon Valley, but its
new headquarters is Denver, not some
small town in the middle of nowhere.
The pandemic has given rural
America a rare chance for a makeover,
the opportunity to convince more
people they can have a future away
from congested metropolitan areas.
Yet people and companies won’t
settle in a small town if it’s known as a
black hole for broadband. “There’s an
opportunity for some smaller communities to make a case for themselves

Theoretically, this should make
it possible for rural areas to attract
more individuals and companies
that no longer have to be tied to big
cities. Some of the nation’s largest
cities were already starting to lose
population over the past half-decade,
well before the pandemic. Housing
prices in attractive small cities such
as Jackson Hole, Wyo.; Helena, Mont.;
and Idaho Falls have shot up over
the past year, with people eager for
more space and an extra bedroom
that can serve as a home office.
Those places are exceptions,
however. About 60 million people
live in rural areas — not quite a ﬁfth
of the total U.S. population — but
rural population has stagnated or
declined over the past decade.
“If you’re rural and highly isolated,
it’s going to be very difficult to
succeed,” said John Lettieri, president
of the Economic Innovation Group,
a Washington-based research and
advocacy ﬁrm. “The success of a rural
economy seems dependent on its proximity and connectivity to other things.”

as to why they’re a good location,”
DeVol said. “But if you don’t have
broadband, the remote worker idea
is just not going to pan out for you.”

THERE’S A VICIOUS CIRCLE at play in
most rural communities. Young
people move away because there are
few opportunities, leaving behind an
older population, a smaller workforce and a diminished tax base.
Rural residents are older, on average,
than city dwellers, with higher
rates of poverty and lower rates
of life expectancy. Starting businesses is difficult. Some 40 percent
of rural counties lost bank branches
between 2012 and 2017, according
to the Brookings Institution, with
33 percent fewer entrepreneurs
operating companies in 2018 than
was the case 30 years earlier.
That means small towns and rural
counties aren’t just losing people, but
people of prime working ages. The
typical rural county can lose up to 30
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company with 350 employees,
including 200 in Mitchell. “These
kids have grown up watching their
parents have these great, fulﬁlling
careers at Vantage Point.”
Both Vantage Point and Innovative Systems spun off from a prior
company, Martin and Associates,
which was sold off to an out-of-state
buyer about 20 years ago. The two
companies do complementary but
not competing work. Vantage Point
provides services to telecommunications companies and banks —
designing systems, deploying them
and taking care of regulatory work
— while Innovative Systems makes
products for voice systems and video
providers. With an overlapping
customer base of telecom companies
nationwide, the two businesses can
refer leads to each other. Because
they can collaborate, rather than try
to take each other apart, they’re also
able to share thoughts and ideas about
what’s good for Mitchell as a whole.
One of those ideas was the push
toward universal broadband. The
idea had drawn local opposition,
not least from incumbent providers.
Mitchell Technical Institute created
an Internet operations center that
hosted an increasing number of local
companies’ networks, which demonstrated demand. Eventually, Santel
Communications, the local telecom
provider, put in its ﬁber-to-the-home
network, with Vantage Point doing a
lot of the installation work. Mitchell
turned into the rare small town
with broadband speeds that could
compete with any city on the coasts.
Schoolchildren in Mitchell have
been provided laptops, from kindergarten on, for many years now. They
enjoy high-speed Internet at school
and, for the most part, at home.
“Telecommunications development
has created another economy on
top of Mitchell’s agricultural one,”
noted the Intelligent Community
Forum, a think tank that has recognized the city as a digital leader. “It
consists of engineering, consulting
and software companies that have

percent of its high school class within
a couple of years of graduation, as
kids set off for college, military service
or better job prospects elsewhere,
according to Kenneth Johnson, a
demographer at the University of
New Hampshire. “In almost all rural
counties,” he said, “there’s a net
migration out of people in their 20s.”
In Mitchell, they’re bringing young
people in. A lot of that is thanks to
the presence of Dakota Wesleyan
University and Mitchell Technical
Institute. Local business leaders
work hand-in-glove with the colleges
to create curricula that suit local
employment leads. Dakota Wesleyan,
for instance, routinely brings in
business leaders representing sectors
such as manufacturing, technology,
ﬁnancial services and agriculture to
help develop programs that reﬂect
the trends they’re seeing in the labor
force. Innovative Systems, one of the
local telecom services companies, let
Dakota Wesleyan know they needed
more help developing mobile platforms. Students were put to work
ﬁguring out ways to improve the user
experience for such platforms. Five
were hired after completing internships at the company. That kind of
town-gown symbiosis may sound
simple, but it doesn’t happen everywhere. “It is not productive for us
to have majors that are not aligned
with the needs of Mitchell, or the
area generally,” said Amy Novak,
Dakota Wesleyan’s president.
The colleges not only help
Mitchell bring in talent from other
communities but also provide its
educated youngsters a reason to
stick around after graduation — a
promise lacking in many rural places.
Only 20 percent of rural adults 25
or older have a bachelor’s degree,
according to the U.S. Department of
Agriculture, compared to 35 percent
in urban areas. “Last summer, we had
32 interns, and I counted 13 parentchild staff and intern combinations,”
said Jacki Miskimins, marketing
director of Vantage Point Solutions,
an engineering and consulting

34
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made Mitchell into a regional hub
for expertise and services.”

“Sometimes college
grads think you
have to go to Los
Angeles or Denver
or Seattle to have a
rewarding professional
career,” said Jacki
Miskimins, marketing
director for Vantage
Point Solutions, an
engineering and
consulting company
with 200 employees
in Mitchell. “Vantage
Point really changed
minds in this area.”

A L O T O F S M A L L T O W N S try to
lure companies through tax incentives. Mitchell doesn’t do that type of
giveaway, in part because taxes are
pretty minimal to begin with. South
Dakota doesn’t collect income taxes
and doesn’t allow cities to either.
Property taxes are low. “We don’t
have the ability to entice people with
a lot of good offerings, so to speak,”
said Mitchell Mayor Bob Everson.
What Mitchell has that a lot of its
neighbors don’t is broadband. “While
you might be out here in what people
consider the boondocks,” Everson said,
“you have the ability to connect with
anybody in the world quite easily.”
Local connections matter, too.
Plenty of people who have worked
for Muth Electric set off as electrical
contractors on their own. Students
who learned construction trades
from Mitchell Technical Institute
have gone on to take business degrees
at Dakota Wesleyan on their way to
starting their own companies. Name
the ﬁeld — nursing, real estate, digital
media design — and similar stories
can be told about practitioners who
beneﬁted from Dakota Wesleyan’s
center for entrepreneurship.
“One of the real advantages was
that we had entrepreneurs from
Mitchell who didn’t want to move the
company to Minneapolis or someplace else,” said Roger Musick, who
started Innovative Systems by buying
out Martin and Associates’ electronics
division, which then consisted of one
product and 10 employees. Innovative
Systems now employs 200 people.
Shuttling people in and out of two
colleges and then local companies is
something that not many small towns
could pull off. There are a lot of small
college towns around the country that
thought they were recession-proof but
found out they were really company
towns when their campuses failed to
reopen in the fall. Universities spinning
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off businesses, long a dynamic underpinning economic success in Silicon
Valley, Austin and Boston, is now
happening in more places, such as
Madison, Wis., and Fayetteville, Ark.
But there are still a lot of communities that haven’t ﬁgured out how to
create sustained partnerships between
their campuses and businesses.
In Mitchell, there are standing
forums that bring together higher
education leaders with private
companies, the chamber of commerce,
the economic development agency and
city government officials. Everyone
understands their success depends on
working together where they can. There
was a local panel not too long ago on
tech jobs and economic development
in the community where the chief of
police was able to speak knowledgeably
about what Vantage Point does. “I lived
in a lot of places where those collaborations were not embraced,” said Novak,
the Dakota Wesleyan president.

36

W H AT H A S H A P P E N E D in Mitchell
may not be easily duplicated elsewhere. Most small communities don’t
have a college, let alone a technical
college and a four-year university.
Small towns and rural counties that
are distant from larger cities and interstates have a harder time attracting
and retaining companies. “Areas that
are within an hour or an hour and
a half of a decent-sized city with a
hospital will probably do OK,” said
Joel Kotkin, a Chapman University
urbanism professor and consultant.
“Once you get more than two hours
out, what would the attraction be to
some hot, humid, isolated area?”
But any community can “get its act
together internally,” as Kotkin said.
Local leaders have to determine their
area’s strengths and then ﬁgure out
how to build on them. Too often, the
hope is to land some new company to
bring in hundreds of jobs instead of

creating an environment where lots
of small companies can thrive. It’s
not easy, but a small company that
keeps growing will, within a few years,
provide a good number of jobs. Having
multiple companies succeed makes for
a more diverse, stable economy than
depending on one large employer.
“You don’t turn things around
overnight,” Novak said. “If you stay
focused on the long term, you’re able
to overcome the bumps and hurdles
that come along the gravel road.”
There need to be more options
for young people today than in prior
generations. There aren’t too many
people now in their 20s who are
following their fathers into jobs at the
local plant. There’s still more economic
variation throughout rural America as
a whole than in cities, which mostly
tend to be dominated by the same
ﬁxtures such as health care, ﬁnance,
technology, and tourism and hospitality. “There are bigger differences
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Mitchell has 15,000
residents but an
unusually large
number of wellpaying jobs in IT
and cybersecurity.

among rural areas in terms of their
economic mix than there are between
the cities,” said Jed Kolko, chief economist at Indeed, a job searching site.
The problem is that speciﬁc
communities within rural America
still tend to be heavily reliant on a
single industry such as farming or
manufacturing. Much of the work
traditionally done in rural areas has
either been mechanized or shipped
overseas. Consider Galesburg, Ill.,
which lies at the center of a triangle,
about three hours away from Chicago,
St. Louis and Des Moines. In the 1960s,
the city of 36,000 residents was home
to 10,275 manufacturing jobs, mainly
producing appliances for Maytag.
Thousands of those jobs had already
been lost by the time Maytag closed
its refrigerator plant in 2004. BNSF
Railway still employs 1,000 people in
Galesburg, but manufacturing is now
just a blip in the local economy. More
than two-thirds of its schoolchildren

are classiﬁed as low-income, and Galesburg’s population has shrunk to 30,000.
Few rural places are well connected
to the Internet, let alone plugged
into the Internet economy that is an
increasingly crucial cornerstone of
the national economy. Rural America
right now has the chance to show off
its attractions to those individuals and
companies rethinking their need to
be in crowded, expensive cities. But
to lure people beyond the suburbs
and into the country where they can
settle on an acre or 10, rural communities will have to come up with digital
strategies that allow workers to stay
connected with their companies
and companies with their distant
customers. Broadband access will
be an essential driver of growth.
“Communities that have had those
digital connections for a longer period
of time have more of a mix of industries and occupations,” said DeVol,
the Heartland Forward president.

“They’re not at the same disadvantage
as other areas that aren’t connected.”
In Mitchell, both Musick and Larry
Thompson, Vantage Point’s CEO, spent
some time early in their careers working
in California. Neither of them liked it.
They preferred the quiet lives and short
commutes available in South Dakota.
There are plenty of people in the Upper
Midwest, and other rural corners of
the country, who would prefer to stick
close to home if the opportunities were
there. There are, in turn, companies
that would be glad to locate in cheaper
locales, if only they could ﬁnd the talent.
Musick and Thompson both say
they prefer to hire and train local
workers whenever possible. “It
seems like they have more sticking
potential when they have roots,
family and friends,” Thompson said.
“If they come from Los Angeles,
they don’t stay one winter.”
Email agreenblatt@governing.com
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larly true when it comes to certain
jobs that will be rendered obsolete
by AI and automation. Nearly 40
percent of U.S. jobs are in occupational categories that could shrink
between now and 2030, according
to McKinsey, and more workers in
rural areas are expected to lose out to
automation. Highly educated workers
are much more likely to have a job
that adapts along with automation
compared with lower-income workers
who don’t hold a college degree.
These trends are now being
hastened. In the course of just a few
months this year, tens of millions of
Americans found themselves out of
work. For many in the service sector,
their jobs are not coming back. The
inequality gap instantly widened
between the tech-savvy, collegedegree-holding knowledge workers and
lower-income, hourly service workers.
Underlying trends toward AI have
accelerated as well. This summer,
when government agencies were
overwhelmed by unemployment
ﬁlings and requests for other human
services beneﬁts, they didn’t all hire
new employees to handle the surge.
They used robots: Three-quarters
of states implemented new chatbots
between March and June. Countless
cities and counties did, too.
As the future of work quickly
becomes the present, governments
are impacted in a number of ways.
On the one hand, states and cities
want to help create and sustain good
local jobs for the workforce of the
future. Smart economic development
means working with educational
institutions and private companies
to ensure a pipeline of next-generation workers with the right skills
to meet future demand. Governments also play a role in retraining
people who have lost their jobs to
automation, equipping them with
new capabilities for new work.
But government agencies are also
employers. They recruit new hires
and provide them with computers
and phones and other equipment they

here was a time
when the workplace of the future
seemed like a far-off
fantasy. Legions of
office workers would
one day be replaced
by automation and
artiﬁcial intelligence.
Employees would
communicate by video link and gather
in virtual meetings. Anyone could
work from anywhere. With remote
workers scattered across the country,
companies — and even government
agencies — wouldn’t need all those
conference rooms and cubicles. Maybe
they wouldn’t need buildings at all.
A year ago, that was science ﬁction.
Today, it’s fact. The coronavirus
pandemic has changed every aspect
of society, with an indelible impact on
everything from how we eat to how
we learn to how we move throughout
a city. But when it comes to how we
work, the virus didn’t really usher
in unpredictable changes. It merely
accelerated trends that already existed.
“What we’ve seen in the labor
market shifts and what we’ve
planned for to happen in 10 years
has really happened overnight due
to COVID,” Ling Becker, director
of Ramsey County, Minnesota’s
Workforce Solutions department,
said during a call with other
county officials earlier this year.
This is what crises sometimes do.
They take what’s already happening
and amplify it. The Great Recession
didn’t cause income inequality or the
urban/rural divide. But those trends
were intensiﬁed as cities recovered
from the downturn faster and more
successfully than rural communities.
Indeed, according to a 2019 report
from the McKinsey Global Institute, in
the decade following the recession, 25
urban centers (with less than a third of
the American population) accounted for
two-thirds of all new jobs in the country.
The pandemic is applying similar
pressure that threatens to widen
this economic gap. That’s particu-

40

need to do their jobs. Governments
own high-rise buildings downtown
and ﬁll office parks in the suburbs.
They buy printers and paperclips
and coffee creamer and Ficus trees.
As the office of the future evolves —
or even disappears — what will the
public-sector workplace look like?

L O C AT E D I N T H E H E A R T of
Cleveland, Ohio, Case Western
Reserve University’s think[box] is
a seven-story, 50,000-square-foot
tinkerer’s playground. It’s an openaccess makerspace where students,
artists, faculty, local residents and
the business community mingle
and collaborate on ideas and inventions — and have the tools like 3D
printers and milling machines to turn
them into reality. Recent creations
include a pediatric pulse oximeter
for use in developing nations and a
hypodermic needle incinerator for
health-care centers in rural Uganda.
Part of the goal is to give students not
just simulated real-world experience,
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The people who work
in think[box] learn
a lot they wouldn’t
learn in a college
classroom.”

RUSSELL LEE, CWRU

DIRECTOR JAMES MCGUFFIN-CAWLEY

Think[box] at Case Western Reserve University is indicative of how higher education
institutions are evolving to meet new workforce needs.

said. “Students are not necessarily
going to be drawn to a lazy river or
rock climbing wall, and they’re also
less interested in the debt that’s associated with that. So schools need to
be thinking about what are the ways
in which we can use our facilities and
classrooms to both facilitate learning
and also interactions with each other.”
For four-year universities, that
means the campus of the future
will include makerspaces like
think[box] that break down silos
between academic departments
and even institutions. (Case engineering students frequently collaborate with students at the Cleveland
Institute of Art, for example.) Integrating campus resources into the
community is one way that universities will blur town-and-gown
lines in the coming years. For local
officials, such developments are an
opportunity to bring life into underserved areas and further economic
development and workforce goals.
For community and technical
colleges, the future means leaning
in to what they do best: providing

but actual experience working in an
innovation ecosystem that represents
the future workplace, said think[box]
director James McGuffin-Cawley.
“The people who work in
think[box] learn a lot they wouldn’t
otherwise learn in a college
classroom,” he said. “How do you
work with a customer? How do you
identify what tools you need to achieve
your goal? How do you work with
someone and assess what they want
to do versus what is practical?”
Think[box], which ﬁrst opened in
2012 and has played a role in spawning
nearly 100 startups, is an especially
successful enterprise. But it’s indicative of how educational institutions are evolving to meet changing
needs. The workforce of the future
prizes practical training and skills
that will directly translate into a
reliable income and prove adaptable
to changing technology. The role of
higher education, said Ann Forman
Lippens of the education consulting
ﬁrm EAB, is to make that happen.
“The amenities arms race of the
last few years is largely over,” Lippens

practical skills training and cultivating programs for lifelong learners.
Instead of focusing only on the jobs
that exist now, however, training must
also anticipate jobs yet to come.
Automation poses the biggest
threat to middle-skills jobs — paralegals, office clerks, lab technicians
and scores of other jobs that require
more education and training than
a high school diploma but less than
a bachelor’s degree. While some of
those workers will be able to transition easily into similar positions, 41
percent of them will have little to no
chance of ﬁnding a new job unless
they learn new skills, according to a
2018 report from the World Economic
Forum and the Boston Consulting
Group. Community colleges can
take the lead as training grounds for
jobs of the future in direct collaboration with local employers.
Some already are. Motlow State
Community College in Tennessee,
for example, is a modest system of
schools serving 5,000 students at
four campuses scattered across the
middle part of the state. In 2015,
the college received a $5.5 million
state grant to build a cutting-edge
Automation and Robotics Training
Center at its campus in the town of
McMinnville, to train students for
new jobs in manufacturing and design.
Last year, the school became home
to Zurich-based ABB Robotics’ sixth
U.S. affiliate training facility. ABB
is a global company with $7 billion
worth of business in North America
alone. The Motlow partnership
provides a pipeline of qualiﬁed
workers — and helps Tennessee
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But the local McMinnville-Warren
County Industrial Development
Board, which promotes the county
as a low-cost manufacturing region
home to Bridgestone-Firestone and
Yorozu Automotive plants, makes
no mention of Motlow’s robotics
program in its online marketing.
Both state and local officials are
responsible for bridging that gap,
said William Fulton, director of Rice
University’s Kinder Institute for
Urban Research. The ideal system, he
said, would be something along the
lines of Major League Baseball’s farm
system. State workforce commissions
should include local officials in the
creation of programs in their backyard

develop a future-ready workforce.
“This is the wave of the future,”
state Sen. Janice Bowling said at the
program’s launch in 2019. “In a few
short years, [from] hamburger places
to taco places to hotels and motels,
they are going to be replacing people,
whether we like it or not. So we have
a responsibility now to make certain
we are educating our young people.”
Students who complete the
program earn comprehensive qualiﬁcation as an ABB customer-certiﬁed robot professional — a valuable
market skill. Businesses can also
contract to have robotics training
classes given to their employees
at Motlow. For its part, ABB trains
and certiﬁes Motlow instructors
to teach the robotics classes, and it
provides all the required professor
certiﬁcation, curriculum materials
and ongoing support. In addition
to the ABB program, the Motlow
center offers automation and robotics
training for undergrads in need of
college credit as well as mid-career
job seekers looking to upskill.
Liberal arts educations aren’t
going away, but an increasing
number of institutions a decade from
now will be redesigned as collaboration hubs and learning centers
working in conjunction with their
surrounding economies. “I’m not sure
every university is going to need to
become a workforce development-focused university,” said Lippens. “But
I absolutely agree a number will
succeed because they will make that
link to preparing for future roles.”
But for governments, there’s work
to be done in collaborating around
shared goals. In many cases, workforce development is a threeway
union of state officials, education
institutions and private companies;
local government officials are often
working separately to woo companies
to promote regional economic
growth. The ABB program at Motlow,
for example, was a collaboration
between the state of Tennessee, the
Tennessee Board of Regents, regional
business leaders and the college itself.

42

THIS IS THE WAVE OF THE FUTURE. WE HAVE
A RESPONSIBILITY NOW TO MAKE CERTAIN
WE ARE EDUCATING OUR YOUNG PEOPLE.”
TENNESSEE STATE SEN. JANICE BOWLING

so that localities can play a part in
cultivating homegrown talent. Local
officials, meanwhile, need to recognize
that their players won’t always stick
around for their entire career.
“Cities have to realize that jobs
come and go,” Fulton said. “The
economic development process is
different now. There are going to
be fewer production-level jobs, and
there will be more job churn.”
Tax incentives can help land new
companies and manufacturers, Fulton
said, but the key to keeping them is
providing a dependable pipeline of
local workers. “The big selling point
will be how far they’ll have to look
for talent,” he said. “You have to
make sure your workforce is there.”

A S G O V E R N M E N T S reimagine the
future of education and training,
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they’re also re-evaluating the future
of the office itself.
“Looking at 2030 we’re going to
see some pretty radical changes that
will have been accelerated by COVID19,” said William Eggers, executive
director of Deloitte’s Center for
Government Insights. “We’ll see a
lot more virtual agencies and virtual
work,” he said. “We’ll have hubs of
government workers located across
the country that are arranged around
a services standpoint like births or
ﬁnding a job. We’ll ﬁnally get to the
point where it won’t be necessary for
citizens to understand who does what
in terms of agencies. It’ll be seamless.”
AI will enable governments to
automate certain workﬂows and
processes while making better use
of employees for higher-level decision-making. Deloitte estimates
that employing AI technology in the
government space could free up as
many as 1.2 billion working hours
every year, for a potential savings
of $41.1 billion. For employees, that
means focusing less on paperwork
and more on service delivery. The
traditional social worker will become
an eligibility coach who supports
residents by working with them
to address the root causes of what
brought them into the social safety
net. Child aid coordinators will use
supporting technology to provide
background and contextual information and to compare notes with
other caseworkers from different
agencies who also support their
clients. Analytics will help them
make faster, more effective decisions. Instead of assigning cases
arbitrarily, case management systems
will match clients with coordinators
based on the latter’s expertise and
area of specialization. Kids can
feel well-served by agencies and
people who know and remember
them, and coordinators can avoid
burnout with wellness management
tools that optimize workloads and
encourage work/life balance.
If the pandemic has shown anything
about the future of work, it’s that
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GOVERNMENTS ARE BECOMING MORE OPEN TO THE POSSIBILITY OF MORE
REMOTE WORK AND PEOPLE WORKING FROM OTHER AREAS OF THE COUNTRY.”
RIVKA LISS-LEVINSON, RESEARCH DIRECTOR FOR THE CENTER FOR STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT EXCELLENCE

employees do not need to share an office
to share ideas and get things done.
Before the virus, most government
organizations were wary of allowing
employees to work remotely. Even
those agencies that had telework
policies in place likely only let people
work from home one or two days
a week, on a pre-approved basis.
(Private-sector companies generally
were more tolerant, but only to a point.
IBM, for instance, which was once at
the forefront of liberal remote-work
policies, actually pared its program
down in 2017 to bring more employees
back into the office, with the goal
of encouraging collaboration.)
The notion that physical proximity begets creativity is a mistake,
said Rebecca Ryan, an author and
futurist who works with governments on long-range planning.
“It’s lazy to think that innovation
requires collaboration; collaboration
means being in the same room;
and therefore innovation requires
an office,” she said. Forced togetherness can even serve as a distraction
from doing deep work. “When we’re
together in the same space, it’s too easy
for me to interrupt you. And interruptions are expensive: It takes seven to
14 minutes to refocus and get back into
the ﬂow of what you had been doing.”
That’s not to say we’ll all be
telecommuting all the time. Even
employees who are predominantly
remote may want to come into the
office on occasion. Expect to see
ﬂexible meeting spaces and coworking
centers — and cohabitation facilities
— become more commonplace. These
spaces won’t just offer hot desks and
shared conference rooms. They’ll also
play a more active role of community
networker and innovation incubator.

Such facilities have already been
popping up in different places in
recent years. In Bennington, Vt.,
for example, the Lightning Jar is a
public-private-nonproﬁt venture that
brings together entrepreneurs and
city employees. “The founders here
saw a need for a place where people
could collaborate and inspire and
exchange ideas,” said former director
Joelle Greenland. “Our goal is to be a
place where anybody can connect to
other businesses, schools, community
colleges.” For instance, the nonproﬁt
has partnered with the Community
College of Vermont-Bennington to
provide classes for budding local
entrepreneurs on how to start their
own business.
Indeed, Vermont is at the vanguard
when it comes to promoting remote
work and its coworking and makerspaces. The state Legislature in 2018
invested in a remote worker recruiting
program that includes money to help
offset the cost of moving to Vermont
as well as grants for coworking spaces
in towns across the state. The state’s
tourism board has been aggressive
in marketing the notion that you can
live in Vermont and work anywhere
in the world. In addition to the grants
and recruitment funds, the board also
produces tools for entrepreneurs,
including a detailed starter guide
to coworking in Vermont. It’s an
approach that could serve as a model
for other states in the coming decade,
particularly in older regions where the
working-age population is stagnating.
As employers are learning,
collaboration doesn’t come from
having everybody under one roof.
It comes from uniting a thoughtfully assembled team around
common goals and shared values.

That’s already gotten many
governments eyeing the possibility of
reducing their physical office footprint
and potentially even hiring employees
who might live several states away.
That could be an especially enticing
prospect in places with expensive
real estate and a high cost of living.
“Governments are becoming
more open to the possibility of more
remote work and people working
from other areas of the country,”
Rivka Liss-Levinson, research
director for the Center for State and
Local Government Excellence, told
Government Technology in August.
“We know that there are certain
job functionalities within state
government that are particularly
difficult to ﬁll for,” she said. “The
possibility to recruit from outside the
immediate area could help with that.”
Consider Montgomery County,
Md., a pricey suburb just outside
Washington, D.C., where local
government must compete with
federal agencies, defense contractors
and corporate headquarters to
recruit and retain talent. Remote
work could allow the county to hire
new employees from anywhere,
including parts of the country where
Montgomery County’s salary levels
would be more competitive.
“Earlier this year, if I said we’d
have everybody telework full-time
for three months, I would have been
laughed out the door,” said county
human resources director Berke
Attila. But now, he said, the idea of
hiring “someone from Colorado to
telework for Montgomery County” is
a real possibility. “That’s what we’re
trying to get to at some point.”
Email farmersﬁeldonline@gmail.com
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B Y Z A C H PAT T O N

2020 brought a global pandemic, police
protests and privacy pushbacks (not
to mention a major recession) that are
changing the future of smart city tech.

A

hundred and
seventy years ago,
a deadly pandemic
swept across the
world. Cholera
outbreaks hit
countries in waves,
killing more than
a million people
across Russia and
Europe. In the United States alone,
the disease claimed the lives of an
estimated 150,000 people over the
course of a decade. In the summer of
1854, the city of London was struck by
the worst, most concentrated cholera
outbreak in its history. In the Soho
neighborhood in the city’s West End,
hundreds of residents began falling
ill and dying almost overnight.
A local doctor named John Snow
had a radical idea to plot each death
on a map of the city and investigate different clusters of fatalities.
Through his work, Snow pinpointed
the source of the outbreak, a contaminated public drinking well on Broad
Street. He showed that cholera was
transmitted by water — not by air, as
much of the medical establishment
had believed. His breakthrough
would revolutionize cities’ approach
to sanitation, ushering in a new
era of urban growth worldwide.
In many ways, the Broad Street
map marked the beginning of the
modern smart city era, said John
Tolva, a former chief technology

officer for the city of Chicago. “You
can trace urban data analysis back
to that well in London,” he said. “In
fact, you can point to hundreds of
examples — including reversing the
Chicago River so people stopped
getting sick — in which public health
has been a driver of infrastructure.”
The coronavirus pandemic is no
exception. Outbreaks of COVID-19
have already displaced countless
city dwellers and the pandemic will
likely impact urban planning, particularly around smart city initiatives
and technologies, for years to come.
“By the beginning of this year,
we were already getting closer to a
better understanding of how the city
works in real time,” said Tolva, who is
now a consultant for cities on urban
systems and technology. “We were
getting better at listening to the city:
How many cars are going through
here? How are pedestrians using this
space? What the pandemic has done
is to elevate that and say, this is more
than just a nice-to-have for urban
planning or traffic management. We
need a much more granular understanding of how the city is being used.”
Smart cities is an idea that’s gained
tremendous prominence over the
past 15 years, as experts sought to
apply data and technology to better
understand and respond to the built
urban environment. The approach had
already evolved signiﬁcantly before
this year, but the events of 2020 —
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Virtual schooling and widespread telework have highlighted inequalities
around Internet connectivity and access to digital services.

including the pandemic, widespread
police protests, an unprecedented
economic downturn, and a growing
concern about technology and privacy
— have reshaped the way city leaders
are thinking about the future.
“Pre-pandemic, cities were in relatively good shape,” said Steven Goldsmith, who directs the Innovations
in American Government Program
at Harvard’s Kennedy School of
Government. “Then you wake up one
day and you’ve gone from 4 percent
unemployment to 20 percent unemployment. Your revenues have gone
from a surplus to a really bad negative.
And you’ve got a lot of ill people
in your community straining your
resources. These are disruptions like
never before in the modern U.S. city.”
The pandemic shined a light on
numerous other issues that many
experts say must now be a part of
any smart cities effort — things
like housing inequality; transit and
mobility; access to open public
spaces; and Internet connectivity

48

for digital services, teleworking and
remote learning. On top of that, the
ongoing nationwide Black Lives
Matter protests renewed questions
about racism, bias and police surveillance technology. And long-simmering concerns about data and
personal privacy this year derailed
several smart city initiatives.
But the events of 2020 also elevated
the role of data and technology in
delivering citizen services and making
informed government decisions. That
dichotomy — a greater need for data
amid growing concerns about how that
data is used — is something cities are
only just beginning to grapple with.

I N T H E M I D - 2 0 0 0 s , a grand vision
began to emerge about the smart
city of the future. New technologies
would revolutionize urban life and
let city leaders monitor everything
from sewers to crime to traffic jams
from a centralized command center.

Tech was the answer, even if city
leaders didn’t know the question.
“It was a very hierarchical,
top-down approach,” said Neil
Kleiman, a public policy professor
who heads the Mayors Leadership
Institute on Smart Cities, a collaboration between New York University
and the U.S. Conference of Mayors. “It
was very much a vision that was established by the private-sector vendor
community,” he said. Global technology companies such as IBM and
Cisco pitched cities on the promise of
technology, and they delivered some
impressive results in places like Rio
de Janeiro and Songdo, South Korea.
But most cities in North America were
unwilling or unable to implement
those sorts of widescale solutions.
Instead, said Kleiman, “there’s
been a real shift among local officials — a wonderful shift — from
being on the sidelines of the conversation of what smart cities are
about to being right smack in the
middle of that conversation.”
“You started seeing cities embrace
the smart city movement but saying,
‘We need to take it back; we need to
own smart cities,’” said Boyd Cohen,
a Barcelona-based urban strategist who has been studying smart
cities since 2011. As Cohen sees it,
smart cities have gone through three
distinct generations over the past
decade and a half — a version 1.0
that he calls “technology driven,”
a version 2.0 that was “technology
enabled and city led,” and a 3.0 model
based on “citizen co-creation.”
“Instead of thinking that it’s all
about city leadership implementing
their vision and leveraging technology to solve gaps, Smart Cities
3.0 is about collaboration with
citizens to understand where they
want to go as a city,” Cohen said.
That evolution in smart
cities was well underway by
the time the pandemic hit.
As Americans sheltered in place
this spring, life for many people moved
online. Working, shopping, going to
school, buying groceries — all of it
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of policing,” said Tolva. “There’s
a difference between a city that’s
observed and one that’s surveilled.”
The pushback against surveillance
tech predated 2020, but the movement
has been ampliﬁed by the events of this
year. Consider facial recognition technology. San Francisco last year became
the ﬁrst U.S. city to ban the use of facial
recognition technology by any of its
agencies, including transit and police.
A handful of other cities, including
Oakland and Boston, have followed
suit. Then this September in Portland,
Ore., where protestors had clashed
against police for more than 100 days,
the city council unanimously approved
the nation’s most sweeping regulations

shifted to the Internet. Similarly, for
governments, the disruption accelerated efforts to offer citizen services
online. Over the past eight months,
states and localities have rushed
to digitize services like renewing
driver’s licenses, applying for unemployment, attending public meetings
and ﬁling for building permits.
Those shifts offer a new level of
convenience and, more importantly,
contactless engagements that are
critical to maintain public health amid
the ongoing pandemic. But they also
exposed gross inequities in Internet
connectivity and access. Officials have
been talking about the digital divide
for years, of course, particularly in
terms of urban/rural disparities. The
pandemic showed the stark divide of
network connectivity — not to mention
devices and digital literacy — that
exists within a given community, even
within a speciﬁc neighborhood.
Those are gaps local leaders
can no longer ignore, smart cities
experts say. “It’s sad that it’s taken
this global calamity to get there, but
I think digital infrastructure now
is on the same plane as streets and
buildings,” said Tolva. “I think that’s
ultimately good for everyone.”

S M A RT

C ITIES

G O

F ROM

HERE?

assault. Controversy erupted last year
when the public found out about the
cameras. Privacy advocates called
for the city to turn the cameras off
until it came up with a proper oversight plan. But the cameras stayed
on. Then, this September, after news
reports showed at least 35 instances
in which police had requested access
to streetlight footage in cases related
to Black Lives Matter protestors,
Mayor Kevin Faulconer ordered that
all 3,200 cameras be turned off.
“Smart cities are really at an
inﬂection point, where the broader
public has turned, in many ways, to
being less excited about the many
promises of technology and more

THE BROADER PUBLIC HAS TURNED TO BEING LESS
EXCITED ABOUT THE MANY PROMISES OF TECHNOLOGY
AND MORE CONCERNED ABOUT WHAT THIS TECHNOLOGY
POSES FOR THE FUTURE OF URBAN LIFE.”
UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN PROFESSOR BEN GREEN

against facial recognition technology.
The new law not only prohibits city
agencies from using the technology,
it also applies to private businesses
including stores, restaurants and
hotels. In passing the new law, Mayor
Ted Wheeler explicitly mentioned
concerns that facial recognition tech
could be used to surveil protestors.
Or consider the case of San
Diego’s streetlights. In 2018, the
city launched a $30 million effort to
upgrade 14,000 of its 60,000 streetlights with LEDs. More that 3,000
of the poles were also outﬁtted
with sophisticated optical sensors,
ostensibly to help the city monitor
car and foot traffic. But the sensors
also included cameras that recorded
video footage 24 hours a day. Before
long, the city’s police department
began using the streetlight footage
to investigate hundreds of crimes,
including vandalism and sexual

T W O M O N T H S I N T O the pandemic
lockdowns this spring, a Black Minneapolis resident named George Floyd
was killed while being arrested,
when a white police officer named
Derek Chauvin knelt on his neck for
a reported 8 minutes and 46 seconds.
Video of the incident sparked weeks
of protests across the country. It also
engendered a national conversation
about racism, bias, and the power and
resources given to police departments.
That conversation hit squarely
against a part of smart cities that has
always been a source of tension: the
technologies used by public officials
and law enforcement to monitor
citizens. “A lot of the conversation
has gravitated toward public safety
and surveillance and the technology

concerned about what this technology poses for the future of urban
life,” said Ben Green, a University of
Michigan professor who studies the
public policy impacts of data science
and the author of The Smart Enough
City: Putting Technology in Its Place
to Reclaim Our Urban Future.
In general, though, most smart
cities experts don’t foresee a major
shift in surveillance technology. But
they do point to a growing public
realization about how that technology
is used. “I wouldn’t go so far as to
predict that the technology of policing
will be deprioritized,” said Tolva, the
former Chicago CTO. “But I think
the breathless enthusiasm in certain
corners of smart cities around the
technologies of public safety is going
to get a second or third look.” That’s a
good thing, he added. “I would love it
if we were to take a much more critical
eye toward the smart city technologies
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T O R O N T O ’ S Q U AY S I D E neighborhood was supposed to be the most
ambitious smart city project on the
planet. The Canadian city had begun
the process of revitalizing 750 acres of
mostly disused industrial waterfront
land along the Don River, and as part
of that effort, Toronto leaders wanted
to create a new neighborhood that
would be a showcase for smart city
technologies. In October 2017, the city
announced the private-sector partner
that would help make the Quayside
project a reality: Sidewalk Labs, the
urban-development subsidiary of
Alphabet, the global parent company
of Google. Sidewalk Labs put forth a
vision to make Quayside the most technologically advanced neighborhood
in the world: delivery drones, autonomous vehicles, green buildings, solar
power and sensors monitoring everything from bicycles and lighting levels
to pedestrians, cars and trash bins.
Almost immediately, the proposal
raised eyebrows from privacy advocates and other constituents who
had concerns regarding the data
that would need to be collected
to make the project work and the
government’s role in oversight.
A year into the project, Ann
Cavoukian, Ontario’s three-term
privacy commissioner, resigned
over concerns that while Sidewalk
pledged to protect all the information
it gathered, it couldn’t guarantee

50

S H U T T E R ST O C K . C O M

that were introduced maybe somewhat
naively, with less regard to privacy.”
Still, the tech itself isn’t the issue,
said Harvard’s Goldsmith. “It’s
the same as in every area of city
government: The most powerful
tools that allow you to deliver the
most effective services are also
the ones that are most capable of
abuse.” Technology alone is neither
good nor bad, he said. “You can
use data to ﬁnd murderers; you
can use data to abuse protestors.
You have to set up a system that
has clear and transparent rules.”

the data other vendors collected in
Quayside would be anonymized.
This May, Sidewalk Labs
announced it was shutting down
the Quayside project altogether.
The project could turn out
to represent a seminal point in
the evolution of smart cities.
For privacy advocates, it demonstrates “the power of public organizing
and a changing political calculus”
about such large-scale, citywide
efforts, said Green. “I saw it as a real
bellwether for the discourse and
expectations around smart cities.”
That’s not to say that cities won’t
engage with private partners on
smart city projects going forward.

If anything, quite the opposite
is true. Thanks to the COVID-19
recession, cities will likely be
pursuing even more publicprivate partnerships (P3s) in the
coming years, said Mandy Bishop,
the program manager for Smart
Columbus, the office that oversees
the $50 million grant program
created when the city of Columbus,
Ohio, won the U.S. Department
of Transportation’s nationwide
Smart City Challenge in 2016.
“Budgetary constraints are going
to be challenging,” Bishop said. “I
think one of the biggest things we’re
going to see is a renewed push for
P3 opportunities — looking at how
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This year’s Black Lives Matter
protests could help fuel a backlash
against surveillance technology.

T H E E V E N T S O F 2 0 2 0 will
impact smart cities in ways urban
leaders have only begun to contemplate. But a few lessons and themes
have already begun to emerge.
First is that the smart city concept
isn’t about geography; it’s about equity.
Cities cannot focus their efforts on
building a hyperconnected urban
zone or a special innovation district
blanketed by sensors. This is something most urban leaders have known
for some time, but the pandemic has
made clear that smart city planning
must be a holistic approach that’s
focused on providing universal access
to services both physical and digital.
Relatedly, smart cities will broaden
in scope. If smart city planning a
year ago was focused on things like
mobility and traffic congestion and
public safety, now it must encompass
Internet connectivity, public health,
privacy, racism and social equity.
And there’s a continued reckoning over what it means for a city
to be smart. Over the past decade,
technology has moved from being a
central tenet of smart cities to being a
useful tool for helping a city accomplish its goals. Now cities are making
an even more concerted effort to
let constituents drive the conversation about how — and whether
— technology should play a role in
planning. “We’re pivoting from a

the private sector can manage assets
and how we can all beneﬁt from
those types of arrangements.”
Localities may not pursue initiatives on the scale of Quayside, but they
will be relying on the private sector to
implement discrete aspects of smart
city plans. For example, Sidewalk
Labs has spun out a new venture
speciﬁcally focused on infrastructure,
Sidewalk Infrastructure Partners, and
Cavnue, which will work to develop
roadways for connected and autonomous vehicles. In August, Cavnue
announced its ﬁrst project: a partnership with the state of Michigan to
build a 40-mile connected corridor
from Detroit to Ann Arbor.

focus on technology and IoT and data
to a much more human-centered
process,” said Emily Yates, the smart
cities director for the city of Philadelphia. “We’re working to be that
collaborative entity that convenes
people to say, what are the challenges
we’re trying to solve? Tech and data
is a really critical component, but
it’s not the driving factor for us.”
Cities have become more
thoughtful about the role of technology, said New York University’s
Kleiman, but there’s no doubt technology will play a key role going
forward. “There’s going to be an
even greater need and emphasis
on using predictive analytics to
make sense of coming public health
issues,” he said. “We’re going to need
more data and analytics to make
sense of education, and transportation and mobility, and to address
racial bias in our communities.”
The challenges cities face have
grown markedly more complex,
Kleiman said, and urban leaders will
need better data and technology to
confront them. “All these issues have
come into sharper focus this year.
We need the right tools to address
them,” he said. “It’s just impossible to imagine a future in which
we try to address these issues with
less data and technology.”
Email z.patton@erepublic.com
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